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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation was designed to examine experienced clinical social 
workers' recognition and use of countertransference constructs in their work 
with adult borderline clients. Hypotheses predicted that there would be an 
association between social workers' scores on a clinical analog and ratings of 
summary recordings with adult borderline clients. 
There were two parts to the methodology in this study. First, a clinical 
analog questionnaire was constructed, pretested with LCSW s, and distributed 
to a final sample of clinical social workers. The clinical sample also wrote a 
series of summary recordings on an adult borderline client seen in the middle 
phase of treatment. Clinical judges were utilized to rate both the responses to 
the analog, and the summary recordings. Cronbachs alpha was used to 
determine reliability for the analog and the summary recording judging. Data 
analysis also examined the linear relationships between the final subjects' 
scores on the analog and judges' scores on the summary recordings. 
Pearson's r correlation coefficient was used to examine these associations. 
The final clinical sample consisted of fifteen LCSW s with ten or more 
years of experience. There were 9 women and 6 men in the sample group. 
Ill 
Subjects worked primarily in private practice and were predominantly 
psychodynamic in orientation. 
The findings indicated that the experienced clinical social work sample 
was able to accurately identify countertransference and projective 
identification constructs in the clinical analog. The data did not support the 
study's hypotheses regarding associations between scores on the analog 
questionnaire and summary recording ratings, but was monumental in its use 
of experienced clinical social workers and the combination of analog and 
actual clinical material. 
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The field of social work has, since its onset, placed tremendous 
importance on the " therapeutic use of self" as a key ingredient in all 
aspects of a clinical social worker's relationship with clients. Regardless of 
the theory or treatment model utilized, social workers have valued the 
essential ways the casework relationship helps to bring about change. The 
phenomenon, " use of self", has been an elusive one in clinical social work 
practice, however. It may consist of self-awareness, self-disclosure, capacity 
for creativity, or application of role theory among others. Generally speaking, 
it appears to consist of the important therapeutic ways in which social 
workers utilize aspects of their personality, self, ego, or id/ego/superego 
constellation to help clients toward a better life. It has been argued that 
clinical experience brings with it an ability to access this self in more refined 
and therapeutic ways ( Saari, 1989 ). Therefore, it would appear that 
experienced clinical social workers are most adept at identifying and 
utiJizing " the self" in the interest of the client. 
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Psychological theory would argue that use of self is a form of 
countertransference, and as such, is an area to be treaded lightly because of 
its potential for both cure and harm. Some have proposed that the ability to 
access the self in practice is a largely preconscious and unconscious process 
that takes place in an arena of role responsiveness (Sandler, 1976 ). 
Others have argued that the interaction between therapist and client is on a 
continuum from empathy to projective identification, based on the peculiar 
combination of specific personality types ( Racker, 1968 ). 
The evolution of psychological theory in the area of transference 
and countertransference phenomena has recently moved from one of a rigid 
position that the therapist's emotions and feelings are a disruption to 
treatment, to acknowledging the essential interactive and therapeutic quality 
of the exchange (Tansey and Burke, 1989 ). Social work has long 
recognized the importance of the interactive process and the worker's use of 
the relationship. (Richmond, 1917; Robinson, 1930; Taft, 1937; Perlman, 
1957; Hollis and Woods, 1981; Germain, 1980, and Goldstein, 1984) It 
would appear that with complex problems and personalities comes a greater 
degree of emotional liability within the treatment process. 
The level of sophistication in identification and treatment of the 
so-called personality disorder has enlightened social workers to the fact 
that their use of self, and/or countertransference, is" a delicate prospect 
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( Goldstein, 1990 ). These client types epitomize the level of emotional 
intensity in the therapeutic situation. Clinicians are called upon to be able to 
skillfully utilize their own emotional processes to better Wlderstand their 
clients and the interactive process. There has been.relatively sparse research 
on the topic of countertransference, let alone countertransference with the 
more severe personality and character disorder clients ( Luborsky, 1977; 
NASW, 1985; and Goldstein, 1990 ). This is a sorely needed area of 
exploration, to find ways of helping clients suffering_ from severe emotional 
conflicts/deficits, and to enhance the field's knowledge base and expertise in 
identifying and treating such complex phenomena. 
This study will pursue the question: How do experienced clinical 
social workers treating individual adult borderline clients distinguish 
between their own countertransference and the client's projective 
identification? It is recognized that countertransference theory is 
encapsulated as one important aspect of use of self. However, 
exploration of the use of self in the clinical relationship through this 
theoretical lens will shed some important light on the larger concept. 
To examine this questio°' clinical social workers were asked to 
demonstrate their knowledge of countertransference through the use of a 
clinical analog/vignette. The scores from this pretested instrument were then 
correlated with ratings from three independent judges who rated the process 
notes of social work clinicians in their individual sessions with a specific 
borderline client. Hypotheses concern the extent to. which experienced 
social work clinicians can consistently recognize and respond to the 
countertransference issues in both the analogs and their actual work with 
clients. 
Data analysis examined the linear association between the analog 
scores and judges' ratings. It would appear from the literature that a 
positive relationship should exist between higher analog scores and judges' 
ratings. 
In summary, this study attempted to expand the knowledge base for 
theory and practice in clinical social work in the area of use of self 
by using the countertransference constructs from object relations theory 
in an exploratory study of experienced clinical social workers in their 
work with borderline clients. 
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PURPOSE of the STUDY 
This study will shed light on experienced clinical social workers' 
knowledge.· base of the countertransference conSt:ructs through responses to 
the administration of a pretested clinical analog. In additio~ the 
independent judging will verify the extent to which a relationship exists 
between intellectual knowledge and practice wisdom ( actual interventions ). 
The study will by its very nature, examine the actual practice interventions 
with borderline clients, and further specific practice knowledge regarding 
types of interventions, thought processes, etc. This is an examination of an 
aspect of use of self, a concept difficult to operationaliz.e in social work 
research to date ( NASW, 1985 ). The study explores what social 
workers know about complex countertransference constructs, as well 
as how accurately this knowledge translates into practice wisdom and 
intervention. 
HYPOTHESES and RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The Question: How do experienced clinical social workers treating individual 
adult borderline clients distinguish between their own countertransference 
and the client's projective identification? 
HYPOTHESES: 
1. There will be a relationship between the social worker's recognition of 
countertransference and projective identification in a clinical analog and 
judged ratings from process notes. 
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2. There will be a relationship between social worker's lower analog scores 
and judged ratings from the process notes. 
3. Those social workers scoring higher in analog scores will be rated higher 
by judges in their process notes. 
4. Those social workers scoring lower in analog scores will be rated lower 
by judges in their process notes. 
5. Experienced social workers will accurately identify 
countertransference and projective identification in the clinical analogs. 
DEFINITION of TERMS 
Experienced Clinical Social Workers: Social workers with at least an MSW 
from an accredited school of social work, and at least ten years of post 
graduate experience in clinical services in either a youth and family agency, 
mental ·health setting, psychiatric hospital, or private practice. They must 
be licensed clinical social workers with the state of Illinois, LCSW s or their 
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equivalent. For purposes of this study, experienced also means 
knowledgeable in theory and treatment of borderline clients. This will be 
determined through the collection of some basic clinical information 
prior to the study. Subjects will be asked to provide information on those 
theories they utilize in their work with borderline clients, and will be asked to 
name five books and/or articles they have read on the subject, as well as 
any recent workshops or conferences they have provided or attended. They 
must also identify themselves as experienced in this area of practice by 
having worked with borderline clients over the last ten years. 
Adult Borderline Clients: Clients who are 21 years or older and meet the 
following criteria -
1. Diagnosed by their social workers as borderline based on their theoretical 
approach. 
2. Assigned a borderline disorder diagnosis through a diagnostic staffing by 
a group of trained clinical judges. These judges will make that 
determination from disguised written background material, and clinical 
impressions provided by the social worker. In order to qualify as borderline 
for purposes of this study, there must be majority agreement regarding 
the diagnosis. Criteria will be based on the DSM ill R ( American 
Psychiatric Association, 1987 ) for borderline personality disorder, and 
Kemberg's borderline personality organization concept ( Kemberg, et al, 
1989 ). 
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Emerienced Clinical Judges: Social work clinicians and/or professors who 
are recognized experts in their field by virtue of teaching positions, or 
supervisory status, e.g., clinical director in mental health, family or hospital 
setting; and over ten years clinical experience working with borderline clients. 
Social Worker's Countertransference: Thoughts, feelings or reactions to 
borderline clients that are subjectively acknowledged as originating 
from the social worker's emotional history/issues/conflicts. For example, 
feeling rageful toward a borderline client because she reacted toward her 
child in much the same way the social worker's father did when he was a 
child; and recognizing that this feeling emanates from within the social 
worker. In addition, this subjective reaction/acknowledgement must be 
able to be written about in the process notes, and judged to be so by a 
trained team of independent clinical judges. Countertransference can also be 
operationalized by a diminishment of personal withdrawal ( defined below ) 
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in the clinical encounter, e.g., greater involvement in interventions, more 
supportive responses, empathy, etc.; as determined by the clinical judges. 
Client's Projective Identification: Disavowed or unconscious unwanted 
feelings, ideas or conflicts that are projected onto the social worker as 
evidenced by the worker experiencing compelling feelings and urges that 
are operationalized as withdrawal of involvement ( thought and/or action ), 
non-therapeutic silence, inappropriate and non-supportive interventions, or 
outright hostility. These operationalized constructs will be validated 
through the rating of process notes by clinical judges trained to recognize 
the fit or similarity to past object relationships, the present working 
model with the social worker, and the extent of personal withdrawal 
by the social worker. 
Middle Phase of Treatment: At least three months or more of weekly 
. . 
ongomg sessions. 
Personal Withdrawal: Behaviors, thoughts and/or reactons by the social 
worker in session with his/her client which are written about in the 
process notes, and judged to be of a distancing nature, or emotionally 
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removes the worker from the client (Yules and Kessler, 1968 ). 
Clinical Validation: A process by which clinical judges examine a social 
worker's summary recordings to verify whether the clinician's thoughts, 
insights, and interventions with the client is an accurate or predictive 
indicator of the client's behavior either in session or in their outside 
relationships. The notion of a fit between past object relationship patterns, 
and those happening in relationship with the clinician, is judged in terms of 
the clinician's ability to discern whether the emotional reactions and/or 
interactions stem from the client or him or herself. Validation occurs through 
judges' agreement or disagreement with the clinician based on actual 
clinical summary recordings. Validation can be either in the form of 
verifying the worker's countertransferential insights or the client's projective 
identification ( Tansey and Burke, 1989; Langs, 1982 ). 
Object Relationships: Early emotional experiences of the client with 
important others that have become internalized as a part of the self. These 
relationship patterns are both positive and negative, and repeat themselves 
unconsciously throughout life. The highly emotionally charged situation of 
the clinical social work setting serves as an arena in which to present, 
uncover, and ultimately understand and change undesirable object 
relationship patterns (Ogden, 1990 & 1991 ). 
SIGNIFICANCE of the STUDY 
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Clinical social work research has found it difficult to measure 
complex phenomena such as transference and countertransference due 
to methodology that reduces concepts to meaningless variables for study 
(Pieper, 1981 ). On the otherhand, NASW meta-analysis has 
demonstrated that there is a gap in clinical research, particularly in the 
area of the worker/client relationship ( NASW, 1985). The therapeutic use 
of self has been one of the haJJmarks of all social work practice since it's 
onset, but until recently the concept has been defined more as an intuitive 
art form than a measureable clinical phenomena. This study will attempt 
to break relatively new ground in an area of use of self, specifically as it is 
defined in the countertransference literature, and applied to work with 
borderline clients. It represents a sorely needed area of exploration in 
order not only to further knowledge theoretically, but also to help validate and 
explain what it is that sophisticated social work clinicians do with these 
complex and challenging individuals. New information in this area will 
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have a valuable impact on teaching practice in general, as well as furthering 
the research in the worker/client relationship arena. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
One of the major assumptions of this study is that object relations theory 
can explain healthy as well as pathological behavior evidenced by borderline 
clients. This theory is the basis for the development of the clinical analog, as 
well as the clinical judging principles throughout the research. Internalized 
emotional representations of early life help to form the characterological 
disposition of the infant, which is then utilized in an ongoing fashion to 
interact with others throughout life. Deficits or difficulties in the first few 
years of life may have prof01md implications on future development. All 
individuals rely on these object relations structures to negotiate human 
interactions. Borderline individuals are .more severely hampered in their 
ability to establish a clear sense of self and other. This creates problems in 
understanding and managing the emotional aspects of intimate relationships 
with others. The therapy relationship is an intense arena in which these issues 
can be recognized and understood. This study examines the process through 
clinical judging of social workers' summary recordings of borderline clients. 
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It is assumed that social work clinicians will be able to write about 
countertransference constructs in their summary recordings. All of the 
research subjects are assumed to have some familiarity with transference and 
countertransference theory, and to be able to demonstrate this understanding 
in written descriptions of their work. 
After receiving training in the clinical validation method and object 
relations theory in general, it is assumed that the experienced clinical judges 
will be uniform in their ratings of the analog instrument and summary 
recordings. This will be insured through a pretesting of the clinical analog 
instrument. 
The research study will focus on experienced social workers' knowledge 
and expertise in working with adult borderline clients. It is presumed that 
enough cooperative clinical social workers with acceptable borderline clients 
can be found for the study. 
Summary recordings may not capture all of the interactive data such as 
facial expressions, body posture, silences, and other forms of non-verbal 
communication. However, it is assumed that the salient aspects of the 
interaction with the adult borderline client will be captured in the summary 
recordings, and be able to be ratefJ py the clinical judges. 
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There will be no client input for this study. The nature of this research 
examines only the social work clinician's knowledge and ex:Pertise, and how it 
is evaluated by trained clinical experts. 
The short time period of the study, as well as the variety of borderline 
pathology depicted in the data may limit the amount and types of data to be 
examined. However, it is assumed that there will be sufficient data gathered 
to study the questions proposed. 
Finally, the operationaliz.ation of countertransference and projective 
identification may not encompass all types of these phenomena, but will be 
sufficient to examine the research questions. 
CHAPTER II. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A review of the Iiteratlll"e for this study must encompass several major 
areas. An examination of the evolution of countertransference theory 
brings forth the major concepts utilized in operationalizing the variables to 
be studied. The social work literature regarding use of self, and its 
compatibility with countertransference theory, fwther modifies the type of 
study proposed. An examination of borderline personality theory in general 
will help demonstrate the ways in which countertransference and projective 
identification are evidenced in clinical work. And finally, a review of the 
most salient and contemporary clinical research in the area of 
countertransference from both the social work and psychological viewpoint 
directs the efforts of this particular research. 
The history of the predominant viewpoints on countertransference 
theory has evolved from the classical, to the totalist, and finally the specialist 
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positions over the last eighty years ( Tansey and Burke, 1989 ). The 
concept originated with Freud as he struggled with his new theory of 
the transference. Freud exhibited the extreme " classical " stance when he 
recommended that the physician, "put aside all his feelings", in order to be 
fully attentive to the patient's free associations. Countertransference 
according to Freud was more of a hinderance than a help (Freud, 1912 ). 
Yet, this stance may have had more to do with his time spent in the 
development of the transference theory, than any negation of 
countertransference. Several times throughout his writing, he 
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mentioned the inevitable importance of paying close attention to the 
physician's unconscious as important information about the patient (Tansey 
and Burke, 1989 ). Ironically, this represented the beginnings of the classical 
vs totalist debate. 
Over the next thirty years, the debate continued as to the extent to 
which the therapist's own emotional processes ( conscious and 
unconscious) should be focused on, and enter into the treatment relationship. 
Many authors examined the effect and inevitability of the analyst's 
personality on the therapeutic situation (Balint and Balint, 1939; Klauber, 
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1968 ). Most of them concluded, however, that although there certainly is 
an inevitable personal influence, this can ~e minimized by adhering to strict 
analytic technique. Others proposed that the analyst must engage in a type 
of identification with the patient in order to truly understand their emotional 
life ( Fliess, 1942 ). More often than not, however, the classical stance 
remained one in which too strong a focus on the analyst's emotional 
processes negatively impacted the treatment. 
The first notable shift away from the classical position on 
countertransference was made by Melanie Klein. Her object relations 
theory described the process of projective identification: a 
developmental ego defense which, when combined with splitting, helped 
explain and nonnalize many of the intense emotional reactions experienced 
by therapists in relationship with their clients ( Klein, 1946 ). Others have 
elaborated on this phenomena to the development of what has been called 
the "totalist" view of countertransference ( Winnicott, l 949;Heim~ 
1950; Giovacchini, 1981 ). This viewpoint suggests that therapist and 
client interactions are constantly intermingled with each other's 
conscious and unconscious emotional representations, to the extent to 
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which one might imagine a continuum with the client's issues on the one side, 
represented as projective identifications, and the therapist's on the other 
represented by countertransference. It becomes quite difficult to ascertain 
whose emotional issues/conflicts, client's or clinician's are at hand. This 
totalist position emphasizes the importance of consistent self awareness and 
scrutiny on the part of the therapist if the client is to be best served. 
The most notable and comprehensive theorist on the totalist side of the 
countertransference camp was Racker. His elaborate theocy distinguished 
between several different types of countertransference, most notably 
concordant and complimental)' identifications ( Racker, 1968 ). Racker 
acknowledged the inevitable personal influences which he called 
non-neurotic countertransference, as well as the more neurotic 
countertransferences of probable oedipal origin. Concordant identifications 
consisted of those empathic feelings and responses to clients. The 
complimental)' identifications represented the compelling emotional 
reactions resulting from the unconscious acceptance of the client's 
projective identifications, or disavowed emotional representations from the 
past. It became the task of the therapist to successfully mediate between 
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these two processes, some more compelling ( positions ),others more benign 
( thoughts ). This is the definitive totalist position, one which recognizes 
the ongoing mutually interactive process. 
The specialist camp has evolved in order to specify the types and 
manner in which countertransference can be recognized, as well as handled 
within the therapeutic relationship. Some have expanded the role of 
empathy to include the therapist's identification process ( Tansey and Burke, 
1989 ). Others write about a process of counter-identification stimulated 
by the client's projective identifications (Grinberg, 1962 ). 
In a more radical vein, some have put forth the notion of 
acknowledging intense primitive love for the client, and in some more 
disturbed cases, even physical contact is advocated (Searles, 1965; 
Little, 1981 ). Their position is that these intense emotional reactions are 
diagnostic indicators of the patient's pathology, as well as a clue to 
unresolved emotional issues with the therapist. The inevitably of 
experiencing this phenomena in treatment enables the therapist to better 
understand the client, himself/herself, and provide more effective treatment. 
The development of countertransference theory has grown from one 
in which the therapist's own emotional conflicts and personality were seen 
as forbidden in the clinical arena, to one in which the inevitability of the 
mutual entanglement of emotions, conscious and unconscious, set the stage 
for conflict engagement and resolution within the therapeutic dyad. 
The field of clinical social work has endeavored to develop its own 
definition of countertransference as it has been evidenced and utilized in 
casework over the years. The evolution from early casework models, 
through the present, have drawn from several psychological theories and 
models in order to explain how it is the social worker uses the self in 
clinical practice. The psychoanalytic diagnostic school, Rankian 
functionalists and beyond, have attempted to describe how it is that 
casework relationship cures. There is agreement that it comes from a 
therapeutic use of self by the social worker, but exactly what that process 
entails has been debatable. 
From its early practice history, the literature has eluded to 
countertransference manifestations in the interaction between worker and 
client. Caseworkers were called upon to pay special attention to " the 
development of the client's story, each revealing in ways other than 
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words, social facts of real significance" (Richmond, 1917 ). Some 
wrote about the importance of the worker using his/her personality to 
motivate the client's will (Robinson, 1930; Taft, 1937 ). The importance of 
" the first glance " between worker and client is a clear indication of early 
social workers' recognition of non-verbal emotional communication, and the 
skillful use of it in practice ( Perlman, 1957 ). 
The advent of ego psychology, and its emphasis on the "conflict 
free" areas of ego development and functioning, appealed to social workers 
who wanted to define use of self in terms other than pathology ( Harbnann, 
1939; Germain, 1980 ). This may have helped to explain some of the 
therapeutic interventions on behalf of social workers, but did not 
thoroughly encompass all of the subtle and complex interactional 
components between worker and client; nor how the decision to 
perhaps self disclose, utilize humor, etc ... , came about. 
More recently, the social work literature has begun to emphasize 
through countertransference theoiy, just how it might be that caseworkers 
and therapists utilize their own conscious and unconscious processes to 
effectly and therapeutically intervene with clients ( Hollis and Woods, 1981; 
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Goldstein, 1984; Elson, 1986; Saari, 1986 ). It appears, however, that most 
of the more detailed discussions of this phenomena comes from the 
professional journal literature over the past 10 to 15 years. 
One author's discussion of the use of emotional boundary due to the 
client's intensive projective identification, demonstrates social work's 
appreciation and level of sophistication in this area ( Schamess, 1981 ). 
Others have acknowledged that the clinical relationship is a mutual growth 
process, and even speculate that for many beginning social workers the client 
serves as a mirror for the worker's own emotional issues ( Wilson, 1981 ). 
Still other recent social workers have begun to utilize many of Racker's 
countertransference concepts to help explain the complex, delicate, and 
intricate interactional processes between worker and client ( Grayer and 
Sax, 1986; Palumbo, 1987 ). Clearly, the social work field has become 
relatively knowledgeable and sophisticated in the theoretical and 
practical discussion of use of self from a countertransferential 
position. Unfortunately, the empirical research in this area from the clinical 
social work field has been virtually non-existent. 
This study will examine countertransference phenomena in the clinical 
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relationship between social workers and their borderline client5: Borderline 
clients have been chosen because of the frequency and intensity with which 
they stimulate extreme and obvious emotional reactions in the worker/client 
relationship. The extreme forms of countertransference evident within this 
therapeutic dyad lends itself well to empirical research. Some discussion 
of borderline disorders in general is necessacy, for the purposes of clarifying 
their use in this study. 
Borderline personality disorders have been a controversial phenomenon 
in the psychiatric and social work literature for many years. Several major 
theories have evolved to describe etiology and symptomatology, as well as 
advocating treatment models ( Kemberg, 1975; Masterson, 1976; Buie and 
Adler, 1982; Blank and Blank,1987; Mahler, 1975 ). These .viewpoints 
suggests that early developmental difficulties in the first few years of life 
result in faulty defensive ego structures, and/or emotional deficits, which 
lead to unhealthy and immature relationships throughout life. Regardless 
of a conflict or deficit bias in explanatory theory, similar behavioral 
phenomena are common in the therapy situation ( Goldstein, 1990 ). 
Intensive projective identification, denial, and pathological projection are 
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some of the major defensive postures taken by borderline clients as a way of 
either guarding against overwhelming and llllcontrollable anxiety, panic, 
anger, etc., or as their best attempt at engagement due to gaps or 
voids in their ego structures. These types of interactional issues become 
the grist for the therapeutic mill The social worker or therapist 
encountering a borderline client will inevitably have to manage this intense 
type of interactional exchange in order to help the client lead a happier life. 
To recognize and manage this type of difficulty within the transferential and 
countertransferential mileu of the therapy relationship enables the client to 
function better. 
Again, the social work literature on borderline clients appears most 
prevalent injomnals. Several significant papers have developed over the 
last 10 to 15 years which suggest a variety of techniques and 
theorectical explanations for working with borderline clients ( Edwards, 
1976; Palombo, 1983; Hodis, 1986; Graziano, 1986; Johnson, 1988 ). Only 
recently, has the field of social work developed a major text in relationship 
to borderline disorders ( Goldstein, 1990 ). Goldstein's remarkable book 
is a comprehensive examination of the development of theory and practice 
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models, as well as an attempt at devising an integrative approach to this .. 
challenging population. 
Although it is quite obvious that the borderline population lends itself 
well to a possible research study in the area of countertransference, the 
research in the countertransference realm itself has been quite sketchy at 
best. This stems from the fact that concepts such as countertransference, 
projective identification, projection, etc ... , are difficult to operationalize for 
research purposes. However, there have been several significant 
contributions to the development of operationalized countertransference, as 
well as methodological approaches to it. 
Clinical research into this area is sorely needed, and unfortunately has 
been sparse in the field of social work. However, there have been some 
significant studies in the area of the casework relationship. One of the most 
interesting ways in which clinical phenomena have been operationalized for 
study has been through the use of experimental clinical analogs ( Thomas, 
1962; Reid, 1967; Mullen, 1968; and Lucente, 1980 ). A clinical analog is a 
written, audio-taped, video-taped, or role-played case simulation which is 
presented for study to clinical subjects. The advantages to this 
type of methodology is that certain key independent variables in the 
clinical interaction can be controlled. One of the historical problems in 
designing clinical studies has been operationalizing concepts without 
intruding into the casework relationship, and perhaps more importantly, 
insuring a controlled setting and empirical phenomena ( Kadushin, 1962 ). 
When concepts such as countertransference can be clearly descnl>ed in such a 
way that they can be represented in a clinical analog, there is a greater 
degree of control and consistency in the study of such variables. Although 
the analog does not allow the opportunity for the evaluation of "real" 
interaction in clinical process, it does present reliable independent 
variables for the research participant's response. 
There may be slight validity problems based on exactly how such 
clinical and theoretical concepts become operationalized. For instance, 
projective identification may become operationalized as only an experience 
of personal withdrawal by the social work clinician in a clinical analog, and 
not include such things as inappropriate interventions, hostile remarks, 
etc. Close attention needs to be given to the development of these concepts 
for the sake of insuring sound validity. However, the nature of clinical 
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process is such that a comprehensive and exhaustive definition and 
operationalizing is highly unlikely. This type of methodology lends itself 
well to exploring the diagnostic thinking and intervention p]anning of the 
clinical social worker ( Lucente, 1980; and Finn & Rose, 1982 ). 
As mentioned above concepts such as countertransference and 
projective identification have been difficult to operationalize due to the 
interactive quality of the phenomena. However, there have been several 
important contributions to the development of operationalized 
countertransference, as well as methodological approaches to the concept. 
Some researchers have suggested that any measured distortion of 
perception on the part of the therapist is caused by countertransference 
(Fielder, 1951 ). Another hypothesized that when immersed in intense 
emotional conflict stimulated by the client, the therapist will react in 
greater countertransferential ways, as demonstrated by the discrepancy 
between their own ratings of themselves, as compared to that of independent 
clinical judges (Cutler, 1958 ). 
An important breakthrough m operationalizing countertransference 
came from a study in which the concept was defined and measured as a 
form of personal withdrawal by the clinician (Yules and Kessler, 1968 ). 
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This often took the form of less involvement with the client in terms of the 
exclusion of interpretations, and"supportive interventions. This withdrawal 
was in direct proportion to the emotional discomfort experienced by the 
clinician in the clinical interaction. More recent studies have utilized this 
type of operationalized definition to develop and explore the phenomena 
through the use of clinical analogs in combination with independent 
clinical judging ( Peabody & Gelso, 1982; and Robbins & Jolkovski, 1987 ). 
In other words, the independent variable( s) of countertransference are 
controlled for through the use of an analog. Clinicians then respond to 
these simulations in the form of hypothetical interventions ( dependent 
variables ), which in tum are rated for their countertransferential properties by 
a group of independent clinical judges. 
Luborsky has been a pioneer in examining transference and 
countertransference phenomena in clinical research over the past 20 years 
( Luborsky, Critts-Christoph, et. al., 1986; and Luborsky & Singer, 
1977 ). He suggests that there has been a shift away from questionnaires 
of the Q sort variety to a sophisticated analysis of process recordings. 
Independent clinical judges have been utilized to rate and evaluate how well 
the clinician's behavior in sessions 11 fits 11 with the client's past object 
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relationships ( Luborsky and Singer, 1974 ). More recent researchers 
have expanded this notion to include the idea of a 11 working model 11 
construct, which helps the clinician ascertain the nature and origins of 
countertransferential material ( Tansey and Burke, 1989 ). In concrete 
terms, the notion of fit and working model constructs apply directly to 
countertransference theory. 
The experienced clinician develops a diagnostic picture of a client 
based on historical data, as well as the ongoing interactions and clinical 
history in sessions. A well trained and self-aware clinician also will have 
access to his/her own internal working model of self, which is based on 
knowledge of his/her own object relationships, and the ways in which 
this particular client causes/or has caused problems for him/her in the 
past. The task for the skilled clinician is to determine to what extent the 
clinical interaction is a 11 fit 11 for the client's past object relationships, 
his/her own object relationships, none of the above, or something else 
entirely, such as a 11 realistic 11 outside situation. Clinical research 
methodology can study this process through the sophisticated 
examination of detailed process notes/recordings. These recordings can 
be rated by trained independent clinical judges on the extent and nature of 
countertransferential material, and interventions, using the fit and 
working model concepts, as well as the operationalized definitions of 
countertransference, such as withdrawal of personal involvement described 
above (Tansey & Burke, 1989 and Luborsky, 1986 ). 
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Borderline patients elicit strong emotional reactions from their 
counselors and therapists. These countertransferential interactions 
stemming from projective identification, as well as the idiosyncratic 
contributions from the clinician, present an interesting research 
opportunity. The relationship between borderline clients and clinical 
social workers is a fertile ground in which to examine the professional use 
of self as it is evidenced in the countertransference paradigm. The 
many theories of borderline personality disorder suggest that early 
deprivation, faulty ego defenses and object relationship deficits help to 
create an individual who is prone to certain types of intensive emotional 
interactive styles ( Kemberg, 1975; Blanck & Blanck, 1987; Buie & Adler, 
1983; and Goldstein, 1990 ). These defensive manuevers are a constant 
source of struggle for the clinician, and become the heart of the 
therapeutic work ( Grinberg, 1962 ). Theory suggests that early object 
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relationship difficulties result in these emotional patterns becoming 
reenacted within the therapy relationship, through a continuum of 
concordant and complimentary identifications ( Racker, 1968 ). Simply 
put, concordant identifications within the clinician result in empathic 
feelings and reactions, while complimentary identifications produce 
projective identifications, or the reenactment of past emotional 
experiences in the present relationship with the clinician. Only a skilled 
clinician can detennine between the two, as well as his or her own 
emotional contributions to the interaction. Borderline clients represent an 
important clinical group who can intensely reflect the emotional 
interactive continuum of the clinical social work practice relationship. 
By theoretical definition, these type of clients probably portray a more 
consistent and highly volatile countertransferential sample for study than 
many others. 
Recent NASW meta-analysis of existing clinical research suggests 
that there is a need for further examination of the nature and effectiveness 
of the clinical social work relationship ( NASW, 1985 ). This study 
is an important examination of the clinical use of self as it is defined by the 
countertransference paradigm. Clinical social workers and borderline clients 

practice. 
It would appear that by combining a variety of methodological 
approaches to the study of countertransference and projective identification 
with borderline clients, researchers may be able to examine some of the 
subtle aspects of the clinical social work relationship which fall under the 
broad rubric of use of self. Clinical analogs have been demonstrated as 
useful instruments to control for certain key clinical variables. Summary 
recordings are one important empirical measure of actual clinical practice. 
Independent clinical judging is a way of insuring valid and reliable 
measurement. This study will utilize all of these elements. 
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CHAPTER ill 
DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
This study was an exploratory design with experimental features. 
There were two major parts to the study. First was the development and 
utilization of a clinical analog administered both to a pretest sample, as well 
as the final sample of experienced clinical social workers studied. The 
purpose of the analog was to assess clinical social workers' knowledge about 
the concepts of countertransference and projective identification in working 
with an adult borderline client. The pretest data was examined to determine 
reliability and validity of the analog instrument before it was given to the final 
sample. The second part of the study consisted of g_athering data from the 
final sample of experienced clinical social workers. This group of clinicians 
provided disguised informational sketches on adult borderline clients they 
were seeing in practice, as well as disguised summary recordings of three 
consecutive sessions with that client. These sessions, as well as the clinical 
analog responses, were rated by a trained group of independent clinical 
judges in the areas of countertransference and projective identification 
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recognition and management. Data analysis examined the relationship 
between the ratings from the analog responses and the ratings of the summary 
recordings. 
SAMPLE SIZE and CRITERIA 
There were three sample groups within this study. Firs4 there was a 
controlled group of borderline clients which were depicted in a clinical 
analog. This represented an independent variable, which was utilized to elicit 
social workers' diagnostic thinking and intervention planning in their 
conceptnaliz.ation of social work practice with adult borderline clients. The 
second sample was a group of 12 LCSW clinical social workers who served 
as a pretest group to test the validity and reliability of the analog instrument. 
The third sample was a referral group of 15 experienced LCSW clinical 
social workers. This group was administered the pretested analog and wrote 
a series of disguised summary recordings on three consecutive sessions with 
their adult borderline clients seen in the middle phase of treatment. 
The pretest sample of social workers were required to have a license in 
clinical social work, LCSW ( or its equivalent ). The LCSW credential is 
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obtained by examination after a MSW social worker has accrued 3000 hours 
of supervised clinical work. The state recognizes the LCSW social worker as 
eligible to practice independently. 
The clinical sample of experienced clinical social workers also were 
required to have an LCSW. In addition, the members in this sample group 
must have had I 0 or more years of post MSW clinical experience. All 
clinical sample participants also had to be seeing an adult borderline client in 
the middle phase of treatment. 
SAMPLE SELECTION 
The pretest sample was drawn from a group of MSW graduates from 
a suburban school of social work and LCSWs working in a community 
mental health center. A solicitation letter and clinical analog questionnaire 
was sent to 30 MSWs who had graduated within the past five years. Ten 
LCSWs responded to the questionnaire, which represented a 33% return. 
Two LCSWs from the mental health center completed the questionnaire. The 
entire process took about 3 months. 
The clinical sample was a purposive referral group drawn from field 
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instructors of a suburban school of social work, the Illinois Society for 
Clinical Social Work, and professionals referred to the researcher from 
colleagues. Each subject in the final group was interviewed over the phone to 
explain the nature of the study, time involved, and answer any questions 
about the research. All subjects agreed over the phone to participate in the 
study before any information was sent to them. Subjects were sent an 
informational cover letter detailing the study, an informed consent form, the 
borderline sketch form, summary recording forms and directions, and a 
demographic informational sheet (appendixes A, B, D, E, & F ). Once the 
researcher received this data, the subjects were sent the clinical analog. 
ANALOG DESIGN and JUDGING CRITERIA 
The researcher devised a clinical vignette or analog based upon actual 
disguised adult borderline case material,. and case studies from the clinical 
literature (Goldstein, 1990, Racker, 1968 & Ogden, 1991) (appendix C ). 
The case vignette presented some background information on a client, as 
well as detailing a summary of a psychotherapy session. The session 
depicted the social worker's countertransference difficulties and projective 
identification processes from the adult borderline client. Subjects were asked 
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to read the clinical analog and respond to several questions regarding the 
vignette, and provide their definitions of the concepts of countertransference 
and projective identification. The analog questionnaire was designed to elicit 
clinical social workers' knowledge and understanding about the concepts of 
countertransference and projective identification in working with an adult 
borderline client. The questionnaire also asked subjects to choose which 
interventions they would use with this client, as well as how well they thought 
the social worker in the vignette performed with this client. 
The design of this instrument controlled for the adult borderline which 
ena6led every subject to assess and respond to the same client ( Thomas, 
1962; Reid, 1967; Mullen, 1968; Lucente, 1980; and McKenzie & 
Bonkowski, 1982 ). 
An independent panel of trained clinical judges gave each subject 
ordinal ratings on their responses to the clinical analog questionnaire. These 
judges were trained to recognize and identify countertransference and 
projective identification concepts as developed by Racker, Ogden, and 
Tansey and Burke mentioned earlier. 
CLINICAL JUDGES SELECTION and TRAINING 
Three experienced social work experts were utilzed as clinical judges 
for this study. The researcher served as one in order to insure continuity of 
the judging, and be available to answer any questions regarding the judging 
criteria. The other two judges were professors from a graduate school of 
social work. Each is recognized as an expert in clinical social work 
practice with adult borderline clients, by virtue of their years of clinical 
practice with this population, and the clinical course content each taught on 
this subject. 
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The researcher provided training in obj_ect relations theory on adult 
borderline personality disorders. This consisted of assigning readings from 
specific chapters of Ogden's " Projective Identification and Psychotherapeutic 
Technique", and Tansey & Burkes'" Understanding Countertransference ". 
These specific chapters covered the nature of projective identification 
processes, the classical and totalist positions on countertransference, and the 
notion of client and therapist working models, and personal withdrawal as a 
form of countertransference. After the judges had read this material, the 
researcher established an agreed upon definition of countertransference and 
projective identification in a training session with them. This consisted of 
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defining countertransference along a continuum from the classical to the 
totalist positions. The classical position defines countertransference as an 
unwanted intrusion into the clinical process, which must be recognized and 
kept to a minimum. The totalist position recognizes countertransference as an 
inevitable and necessary part of the clinical process, which is utilized as a 
diagnostic tool of the clinician. 
Utilizing these concepts, the researcher trained the judges to give 
ordinal ratings for the subjects understanding, recognition, and identification 
of countertransference and projective identfication processes in the clincial 
analog and summary recordings. Lower scores were given for definitions and 
descriptions which were closer to the classical position. Scores moved higher 
as the subjects definitions and descriptions resembled the totalist position 
( appendix H ). 
Judges were also trained to recognize the concept of personal 
withdrawal as a form of countertransference behavior ( Ogden, 1991 and 
Yules & Kessler, 1968 ). The Tansey and Burke material informed the 
judges of the notion of 11 client and therapist working models 11 for clinical 
validation. This is a process whereby the clinician can assess the nature of 
their emotional experiences with the client. By developing a comprehensive 
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understanding of the client's past and present object relations, the clinician 
will have a template with which to compare the interactiom· within the clinical 
session. In other words, the client's relationship with the clinician may 
parallel other significant relationships in the past or present. The clinician 
must balance this with an examination of a working model of his own object 
relations, so that he/she can determine whether his/her emotional reactions 
are originating more from the client or him/herself ( Tansey & Burke, 1989 ). 
Personal withdrawal or emotional distance on the part of the clinician 
is presumed to occur when countertransference and projective identification 
processes go unchecked or are not recognized. 
Clinical validation was a concept that the judges also were alerted to in 
their training. This process is defined as a perceived sense of emotional 
relief, and ability to reengage with the client, as the clinician is able to 
recognize his/her own countertransference, or the client's projective 
identification processes. Recognition of these processes signal that the 
clinician is more adept at managing the countertransference and projective 
identification processes in their clinical work. Judges were acquainted with 
this concept, in order to utilize it in their ratings of clinical social workers' 
management of countertransference and projective identification processes 
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with their adult borderline clients. 
· ·· Judges were trained to use the classical - totalist continuum, working 
model concepts, and the personal withdrawal/clinical validation method in 
their ordinal ratings of both the subjects' analog questionnaire, and the adult 
borderline summary recordings. Scoring for both measures were on a Likert 
type scale ranging from I to a minimum of I 0 and as much as 20 per item 
( appendix H ). 
BORDERLINE CLIENT CRITERIA and ACCEPTANCE 
It was important for validity purposes to insure that the subjects' 
summmy- recording clients were actually adult borderline clients. In order to 
accomplish this, subjects were asked to provide a disguised sketch of an adult 
borderline client, which they had selected, which would help justify a DSM 
ill R diagnosis of borderline personality disorder. This would include 
important background history, as well as the client's current relationship with 
the social worker ( appendix E ). All three clinical judges independently 
diagnosed each subject's adult borderline client by using the DSM ill R 
criteria for adult borderline personality disorder, and/or Kemberg's Borderline 
Personality Organization Concept. Both of these criteria are recognized 
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standards for diagnosing borderline personality ( AP A, 1987 and 
Kemberg, et. al., 1989 ). All three judges were bound by the same diagnostic 
criteria ( appendix G ). In order to qualify as an adult borderline client for 
this study, each subject's client needed to receive a DSM ill R diagnosis of 
adult borderline personality disorder and/or Kemberg's borderline personality 
organization concept from a majority of the judges. _ 
All 15 subjects' clients were accepted into the study as diagnosed adult 
borderline clients. Ten of the subjects' clients were diagnosed as borderline 
by all three clinical judges. Four of the clients were diagnosed by two of the 
three judges. Only one subject was determined to be borderline by just one 
judge. 
The researcher received a great deal of feedback from the clinical 
judges that in fact all of the clients were probably borderline, but that the 
subjects did not give enough clarification of what they meant by certain 
personality traits or problems, e.g., depressed, lonely, desperate, impulsive, 
etc. The researcher decided to accept all 15 clients on this basis. 
SUMMARY RECORDING and JUDGING CRITERIA 
The final sample of experienced clinical social workers wrote a series 
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of disguised summary recordings on three consecutive sessions with an adult 
borderline client in the middle phase of treatment. Social work clinicians 
were asked to address three major areas regarding their client, for each of the 
three sessions summarized. First, social workers were asked to summarize 
the content of the session. This was defined as conversation, interventions, 
non-verbal behaviors, silences, facial expressions, and any other important 
occurences that the social worker believed to be important in the session. 
Second, subjects were to write about their diagnostic impressions of that 
session. This was described as important clinical themes, transference and 
countertransference issues, defenses, change/growth, etc. Finally, social 
work subjects were asked to describe their own emotional reactions in the 
session, and how they understood the meaning of those feelings and reactions 
( appendix D ). 
Each of the subjects' sessions were given ordinal ratings on a Likert 
type scale by the trained panel of independent clinical judges. These judges 
evaluated the extent to which subjects recognized, identified and utilized the 
countertransference and projective identification concepts mentioned above. 
Higher scores were given for descriptions and interventions that resembled a 
more interactive or totalist approach to treatment. Lower scores were given 
for material that either did not resemble established countertransference and 
projective identification concepts, or resembled the more narrow classical 
definitions. 
This design was aimed at gathering a sample of social workers' 
comprehensive description of their actual work with borderline clients. 
The three major elements of the summary recording format attempted to 
elucidate not only facts and behaviors, but also diagnostic thinking and 
subjective reactions. The expert panel of trained clinical judges then would 
examine this material to determine the extent to which subjects were 
utilizing countertransference and projective identification concepts in their 
work with a diagnosed adult borderline client. 
ANALOG and SUMMARY RECORDING JUDGING 
The same panel of clinical judges rated the pretest and final sample 
analog questionnaire data, as well as the experienced clincial social workers' 
summary recordings. 
Each of the subjects' analog questionnaires were given ordinal ratings 
on a Likert type scale ( low to high scores ) from 1 to 25 points. There were 
six questions on the questionnaire. Question I asked subjects to define 
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countertransference. Judges rated this item from I to 10. Lowest scores 
were given for definitions which were either vague or undefined. Middle 
scores were assigned to descriptions which were more classical in nature. 
Classical definitions described countertransference as_anintrusion, or 
something to be removed from the clinical relationship. Highest scores were 
given for definitions which resembled totalist concepts. Totalists conceived 
of countertransference as an important interactive element in the therapeutic 
relationship, which was a diagnostic indicator for treatment planning and 
interventions. 
Question 2 asked subjects to define projective identification. Judges 
used the same classical vs totalist criteria for rating question 2. Question 3 
asked subjects to identify incidents and examples of projective identification 
and countertransference they believed were evident in the clinical analog. 
Judges had arrived at a certain specific number of examples within the analog 
which were acceptable as citations by the subjects. Judges were trained to 
give each subject five points for a correct example cited of either 
countertransference, or projective identification. The possible range of these 
scores was from five to twenty-five. 
Question 4 required the subject to describe the clinical analog from a 
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countertransference/projective identification perspective. The Likert type 
ordinal scale for this question ranged from 1 to 15 points. Lowest scores 
were given for incorrect definitions of both concepts. Middle scores were 
given for more conservative type classical descriptions, which discussed the 
countertransference as an intrusion. Finally, highest scores were given for 
descriptions which resembled more interactive, or totalist conceptualizaton of 
the concepts. Questions 5 and 6 were forced choice answers. In these two 
questions, subjects were asked to pick the answer which they felt best 
described how well the social worker handled the session in the analog, and if 
they were the social worker what intervention they would use next. Higher 
ordinal scores were given for those responses that resembled an interactive or 
totalist approach to the scenario. 
Scoring for the analog questionnaire yielded specific totals for 
countertransference definitions, projective identification definitions, number 
of correct examples cited within the analog, summary description of the 
analog, rating of the social worker in the analog; and a rating for each 
subject's proposed intervention. These scores can be represented as 
individual judges ratings for each subject, or as total scores for the judging 
panel. 
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Clinical judges rated the summary recordings using a Likert type scale, 
with ordinal ratings from I to I 0 for each of the three areas addressed in the 
subjects' material. In rating each summary recorded session, judges first 
scored the subject in terms of how well he/she recognized or understood their 
own countertransference. Lowest scores were given for vague descriptions or 
no reference to emotional reactions within the session. Middle scores were 
given for descritions which demonstrated little introspection, or seemed more 
classical in nature. Highest scores were given for material which discussed 
the interactive nature of the countertransference from both self ( worker ), 
and client, i.e., totalist in nature. 
The second area rated in each summary recording was how well the 
subject understood and recognized the projective identification within the 
session. The same classical vs. totalist criteria used for the . 
countertransference material was utilized for the projective identification 
understanding. Finally, judges rated each subject in terms of how well they 
managed each session from a countertransference/projective identification 
standpoint. Here judges used both Ogden's concepts of emotional withdrawal 
and relief in managing these issues, as well as Tansey and Burkes' clinical 
validation and working models detailed earlier. Lowest scores were given for 
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subjects that did not appear to understand the countertransference/projective 
identification concepts, or understand them only superficially. Middle scores 
were given for narrower classical descriptions, aimed at eliminating the 
annoying emotional interruptions of the client. Highest scores were given for 
subjects' work which resembled a more totalist style, with appreciation for the 
mutual contributions of both worker and client to the process. 
As in the analog scoring, judges' summary scores could be totaled for 
each rated area; i.e. countertransference, projective identification, or session 
management, or totaled for a composite summary rating on each subject. Data 
was coded so that judges were performing blind ratings on all subjects. 
These clinical judges' scores represented empirical data which could 
be utilized as variables for studying not only subject's level of understanding 
in the areas of countertransference and projective identification, but how they 
actually performed as clinicians in their work with adult borderline clients. In 
addition, these ratings make it possible to examine the relationship between 
scores on the analog questionnaire ( subjects' conceptualization ), and scores 
on the summary recordings ( subjects' actual clinical work ). 
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DATA ANALYSIS 
There were two major data analysis portions to the study. Cronbach's 
alpha, a reliability statistic, was run on both the pretest and final analog 
questionnaire judging and the summruy recording judging to determine 
reliability. The Pearson correlation coefficient, or Pearson's r, was used to 
examine the relationship between the final samples' _scores on the analog 
questionnaire, and judges' ratings on the summary recordings. 
Cronbach's alpha is a commonly used statistical procedure for 
measuring reliability of a scale or instrument. Essentially, the statistical 
formula examines all of the possible correlations between the scores within 
the scale. For purposes of this study, the SPSS/PC package was utilized to 
examine the correlations between the clinical judges' scores on both the 
analog instruments ( pretest and clinical sample ), and the summary 
recordings. The scores for Cronbach's alpha can range from zero to one. A 
coefficient of .80 >is considered to be a good measure of reliability in a scale 
or instrument. 
Limitations of Cronbach's alpha are directly related to the type of scale 
used for measurement. Scales with longer measurements tend to be more 
reliable than those which are extremely short. All ordinal scale measurements 
for this study were of a minumum of 1 to 10 points, up to 25 points in some 
cases described above. This is in the mid to high range for a Likert type 
measurement scale ( Monette, et. al., 1986 ). 
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The Pearson correlation coefficient was used to examine the strength of 
the relationship between the final samples' scores on the analog 
questionnaires, and their scores on the judged summary recordings. Pearson's 
r, as it is called, indicates the strength of the linear relationship between two 
variables. The largest possible absolute value is one. The level of 
significance for the correlation coefficient is based upon the number of 
subjects within the study. The larger the N ( number ), the smaller the 
coefficient needs to be in order to be significant. A major limitation of this 
and many clinical research studies is that the N is usually rather small. In the 
case of this study, the N is 15, which means that the critical values for a point 
of significance is .5139 for .05, and .4409 for a .10 significance. 
Coefficients can be either positive or negative, which indicates the direction 
of the association ( Norusis, 1992 ). 
In addition to the Cronbach alpha and Pearson r statistical measures 
run through the SPSS/PC software, standard descriptive statistics such as 
mean, mode, median, and range were run for all data gathered in this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION of SAMPLES 
There was a sample of clinical social workers used to pretest the 
clinical analog, and a final sample of experienced social workers who were 
administered the pretested analog questionnaire, and wrote summary 
recordings on a disguised adult borderline client. 
As mentioned earlier, the pretest group was composed of I 0 recent 
MSW graduates from a suburban school of social work, and 2 LCSWs 
working in a community mental health center. All were LCSWs, 
indicating that they were licensed by the state to practice independently. This 
group of clinicians ranged in age from 31 to 5 5 years. There were 11 women 
and I man in this sample. This group represented a wide range of practice 
settings. 
Subjects from the pretest group were employed in mental health 
agencies ( 4 ), psychiatric hospitals ( 3 ); and one each in a child welfare 
agency, residential youth facility, family service agency, school setting, and 
private practice. This represented a wide range of practice perspectives. 
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The pretest social workers were asked to identify the major theoretical 
orientation utilized in their clinical practice. One third of the pretest 
sample identified themselves as practicing from· a psychodynamic perspective 
(four). Three of these four subjects practiced within an object relations 
framework. The other operated from a self psychology viewpoint. Three of 
the pretest subject group identified cognitive behavioral principles as their 
major theoretical orientation. Other subjects mentioned systems theory ( 1 -
strategic, 1 - structural), eclectic ( 2 ), and other (one). Although the pretest 
sample was small ( 12 }, this was a broad representation of theoretical 
orientations. 
The years of post-MSW experience in the pretest sample ranged from 
two to twenty years . The mean or average years of post-MSW experience 
was six. This statistic is a bit misleading, because only one subject had over 
ten years post-MSW experience ( 20 years), which inflated the mean. All 
other subjects had less than ten years. Seven of the 12 had less than five years 
experience past the MSW. 
Only three of the twelve subjects in the pretest group had acquired 
advanced credentials such as the ACSW ( Academy of Certified Social 
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Workers). Three of the subjects were certified addictions counselors (CAC), .. 
one was a registered nurse ( RN ), one had a Master's of Arts degree in 
another discipline, and one subject had a Master's of Science in Marriage and 
Family Relations and was also a doctoral student in clinical social work. 
Subjects were asked to identify the number of years practicing with 
borderline clients, and the number of borderline clients seen in the last five 
years. The mean number of years practicng with borderline clients was seven. 
The range ran from as little as 2 to 20 years working with this client group. 
The mean number of borderline clients seen by this group in the last five 
years was 14. This statistic ranged from 3 to 50 for all subjects. This 
suggests a good deal of exposure to this client population. In fact, the mean 
years of experience working with borderline clients ( 7 ) exceeds the pretests' 
mean for post-MSW experience ( 6) by one year. 
Finally, the pretest group was asked to identify which reference 
materials they utilized in their work with borderline clients. There was no 
consensus from this group in terms of references used from the clinical 
literature. However, authors cited were Kemberg (I ), Goldstein ( 2 ), 
Masterson ( I ), Bowen (2), as well as more general references to object 
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relations theory ( 2 ), and self psychology ( one ). 
The following charts summarize the demographic information from the 
pretest sample. It should be noted that all of the subjects were caucasian. 
TABLE I 
PRETEST DEMOGRAPIIlC CHART A 
SUBJECT SEX AGE WORK PSTMSW ACSW 
I m 39 hospital 3 yes 
2 f 55 mh 6 yes 
3 f 43 child_ wet 4 no 
4 f 36 mh 4 no 
5 f 31 res yth 3 no 
6 f 42 school 7 no 
7 f 48 family 6 no 
8 f 41 hospital 2 no 
9 f 50 mh 20 yes 
10 f 53 mh 9 no 
11 f 37 hospital 2 no 
12 f 31 private 3 no 
MEAN NA 42 NA 6 NA 
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TABLE2 
PRETEST DEMOGRAPIDC CHART B .. 
SUBJECT THEORY OTHED BDYRS BD#S REF 
1 struc sys cac 2 4 kemberg 
.• 
2 cogbeh none 12 8 object/self 
3 strateg sys ms/dsw 
' 
15 50 none 
4 object rel none 5 10 bowen 
5 eclectic none 6 10 masters on 
6 other none 7 6 bowen/gold 
7 object rel none 8 5 none 
8 object rel ma 2 10 goldstein 
9 self psych cac 20 3 none 
10 cogbeh none 4 10 none 
11 eclectic m 5 50 none 
12 cogbeh cac 3 6 object rel 
MEAN NA NA 7 14 NA 
The clinical sample was composed of experienced clinical social 
workers drawn from field instructors at a suburban school of social work, the 
Illinois Society for Clinical Social Work ( ISCSW ) , and professionals 
referred to the researcher from colleagues. This sample numbered fifteen. 
There were 9 women and 6 men in the clinical subject group. Three of the 
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ten social workers in the clinical sample were referred to the researcher. Of 
these ten referral subjects, five were members of a clinical consultation group. 
The remaining five referrals came from independent sources. All of the 
fifteen subjects were caucasian. 
This sample group was predominately social workers in private 
practice. Twelve of the fifteen subjects worked in a Qrivate practice setting, 
two in family service agencies, and one in a psychiatric hospital. The makeup 
of the final sample was much more clinical in orientation than the pretest 
group. The criteria of this sample was 10 or more years post-MSW 
expenence. 
The mean age of this sample was forty-nine. The range was 40-56, 
a 16 year spread. This was substantially older than the pretest group. The 
mean years of post-MSW experience for the final sample was eighteen. 
There was a twenty year range in years experience past the msw from 11 to 
31 years. This figure is three times the mean of the pretest group, again 
representing a group of highly experienced social workers. 
All of the subjects in the final sample acknowledged having been in 
psychotherapy at some point in their lives. The mean number of years in 
psychotherapy was 8, with a range of 19 from I to 20 years in treatment. 
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Fourteen out of the fifteen social workers in this sample had acquired 
either the ACSW or Board Certified Diplomate ( BCD ) credential. In 
addition to the LCSW, both the ACSW and BCD credentials recognize social 
workers as eligible to practice independently. Only six of the fifteen subjects 
held advanced educational credentials beyond the MSW. Two received 
advanced certification in family therapy training from the Family Institute in 
Chicago. One subject was a student at large at the Center for Psychoanalytic 
Studies. Another social worker was a graduate from the Gestalt Institute and 
the Wellness and Massage Training Institute. Of the remaining two from this 
group, one held a master's degree in theology and the other was a Certified 
Addictions Counselor ( CAC ), respectively. 
Nine of the fifteen members of the clinical sample identified with a 
psychodynamic approach to treatment. Of these nine, three were analytic, 
three object relations oriented, two ego psychological, and one expressed a 
preference for self psychology. Four social workers claimed to be systemic in 
their orientation. Two were Bowenian, one structural, and one systemic 
integrative. One member of the sample came from a Gestalt theory base, and 
one as eclectic. 
All of the clinical sample group had extensive experience working with 
borderline clients. The mean years of experience working with this client 
group was fifteen. Years of experience ranged from 10 to 28, or 18 
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years. The mean number of borderline clients seen by this sample in the last 
five years was eleven. The range of clients seen in the last five years was 1 -
50, a 49 year spread. This compares with a mean years of experience in the 
pretest group of 7, and a surprising mean of 14 borderline clients seen in the 
last five years. 
Masterson's work was cited most often ( 6 times ) as the preferred 
theoretical literature utilized by this group of subjects in their work with 
borderline clients. Kemberg was mentioned by three of the social workers, 
while four subjects could not refer to any sources. Self Psychology was also 
mentioned by three of the social workers as a preferred reference. Kohut and 
Stolorow were mentioned in this vein. Other authors and theoreticians 
mentioned once were Giovacchini, Goldstein, Winnicott, Langs, and Melanie 
Klein. 
The background information presents a picture of a highly experienced 
group of clinical social workers, possessing many years of post-MSW 
clinical expertise, credentials and training. The breadth of theoretical 
orientation is impressive, as is the fact that all of these social workers are in, 
or have been in psychotherapy themselves. Thus the clinical sample is an 
older group of clinicians who have been in the profession for some time, 
treating borderline clients in a number of settings. 




CLINICAL SAMPLE DEMOGRAPIIlC INFORMATION - A 
SUBJECT SEX AGE WORK POST- ACSW/ 
.. MSW BCD 
1 m 42 hospital 11 aesw 
2 m 43 private 17 aesw 
3 m 47 private 19 bed 
4 m 52 private 22 both 
5 m 56 private 31 both 
6 m 56 private 20 none 
7 f 40 private 16 both 
8 f 46 private 12 both 
9 f 47 private 15 acsw 
10 f 47 private 22 both 
11 f 50 family 13 both 
12 f 50 private 17 bed 
13 f 52 family 30 both 
14 f 53 private 15 both 
15 f 53 private 15 both 
MEAN NA 49 NA 18 NA 
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TABLE4 
CLINICAL SAMPLE DEMOGRAPIIlC INFORMATION - B 
SUBJECT POST THEORY THERAPY BDYRS BD# 
MSW EXP EXP 
1 none ego psych 1 11 15 
2 none object rel 5 17 5 
3 none eclectic 6 19 4 
4 m theology struc sys 6 13 IO 
5 psych study analytic 16 28 10 
6 gestalt gestalt 8 15 1 
7 none object rel 1 14 5 
8 none analytic 20 10 8 
9 family inst bowen 3 15 5 
10 none analytic 10 15 10 
11 family inst sys integ 4 13 3 
12 none self psych 12 17 50 
13 cac object rel 12 20 12 
14 none ego psych 2 10 25 
15 none bowen 13 13 6 
MEAN NA NA 8 15 11 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
ANALOG PRETEST RELIABILITY RESULTS 
The clinical analog questionnaire was pretested before being 
administered to the final sample of experienced clinical social workers. 
Cronbach's alpha was utilized to determine the validity, and reliability of the 
clinical instrument by examining the correlation between the judges' scores 
for each open-ended item on the questionnaire, as well as the sum of all the 
scores. A correlation coefficient of .80> is considered a good indication of a 
reliable instrument. In addition, the Likert type closed-ended questions which 
explored subjects' choice of interventions and evaluated the analog social 
worker, were examined. Possible scores ranged from zero to I 0, along the 
classical ( low ) vs. totalist ( high ) continuum. 
Results from the Cronbach alpha statistical procedure indicated that all 
but two of the open-ended items examined in the questionnaire yielded a 
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correlation coefficient of .80 or better. Only the projective identification 
definition question ( . 7971 ), and the subjects' description of the analog 
session ( .7996) did not reach the recommended .80> correlation coefficient. 
The coefficients for these two items, however, are extremely close to that 
number. Closed-ended questions demonstrated that over 75% ( 9) of the 
subjects chose interventions which were totalist in nature. This figure is a 
strong indication of level of clinical knowledge, demonstrating construct 
validity. Only 17% ( 2 ) of the subjects rated the " analog social worker " as 
operating from a totalist perspective. These results indicate that the 
analog questionnaire was a reasonably reliable instrument. It was assumed 
that no modifications in the instrument were needed before administering it to 
the final sample. These numbers seem to indicate that not only were the 
clinical judges consistent in their understanding of the concepts to be rated 
( validity ), but also were consistent in their rating of the subjects 
(reliability). 
CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG RELIABILITY RESULTS 
Reliability of the clinical sample's scores were computed using 
Cronbach's alpha. Although alpha coefficients for the pretest group's analog 
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scores were either above, or extremely close to the recommended .80> level, 
this was not the case for the clinical sample's scores. Only one of the 
questions examined, the countertransference definition at .8267, was above 
the recommended level. All other item scores, and sum totals, fell noticeably 
short of that mark. Projective identification definition scores received an 
alpha coefficient of . 7207, while scores on countertransference/projective 
identification examples cited in the analog acheived a .5887 alpha. The final 
subjects' scores on overall description of the clinical analog, .6586, also fell 
short of the recommended .80 level. Finally, . 7310 was the alpha coefficient 
for the judges' sum scores for the questionnaire. 
Eighty percent ( 12 ) of clinical sample subjects chose totalist 
interventions for the clinical analog, while only 7% ( 1 ), rated the analog 
social worker as operating from a totalist perspective. Results for the final 
sample intervention question were higher in favor of a totalist approach 
( 80% to 75%) compared to the pretest group. This may indicate that more 
experienced clinical sample social workers operate from a totalist 
perspective. 
Although several of the coefficients come near the .80 level for 
significance ( .7310, .7207 ), others ( .6586, .5887 ) are far from that 
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recommended figure. This would seem to indicate that the analog instrument 
was not as reliable in its use with the final sample of the study. In fact, only 
one item in the final samples' analog scores reached the recommended alpha 
level to demonstrate reliability: the countertransference definition question. 
At first examination, these statistics are baffiing, especially since the 
same clinical judges were used for both measures of scoring. Furthermore, 
there was no change in scoring guidelines for the judges. It may be that the 
final sample group presented descriptive definitions which were more difficult 
to examine and measure than the less experienced pretest sample. The final 
samples' broader theoretical base, years of clinical experience, and extensive 
practice with borderline clients may have enabled them to draw upon 
definitions and descriptions which were more complex and difficult to discern 
utilizing the scoring standards available to the judges. In addition, judges 
may have altered or expanded their scoring definitions as a result of being 
exposed to more questionnaires. Perhaps a refresher training session for the 
judges prior to rating the final samples' scores on the analog questionnaire 
would have promoted greater consistency and reliability. 
The following tables summarize the Cronbach alpha reliability results 
for the pretest and clinical samples' analog scores. 
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TABLES 
Pretest Sample Analog Reliability Results 
Item Alpha 
countertransference definition .8477 
projective identification definition .7971 
clinical examples cited .8851 
summary description of analog .7996 
sum scores for judges .8375 
An alpha coefficient of .80> indicates N=12 
RELIABILITY 
TABLE6 
Clinical Sample Analog Reliability Results 
Item Alpha 
countertransference definition .8267 
projective identification definition .7207 
clinical examples cited .5887 
summary description of analog .6586 
sum scores for judges .7310 
An alpha coefficient of .80> indicates N=15 
RELIABILITY 
CLINICAL SAMPLE SUMMARY RECORDING RELIABILITY 
RESULTS 
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While the Cronbach alpha results for the clinical sample analog scores 
were not as significant as the pretest results, the alpha coefficients for the 
summary recording scores were poorer. Judges were asked to rate the 
subjects' summary recordings according to three criteria mentioned earlier. 
Subjects were rated for identification and understanding countertransference 
in their disguised summary recordings, scored for recognition of projective 
identification processes, and how well the session was managed. Final 
samples' countertransference scores received a .5863 alpha coefficient. 
Judges' scores for session management yielded a .5214 alpha. 
Identification of projective identification in the summary recordings received 
a Cronbach alpha coefficient of. 7287, and .6785 was the alpha for the sum of 
the judges' scores for the summary recordings. 
Only the alpha coefficient for projective identification scores ( . 7287 ) 
was near the .80 recommended level for reliability. The other scores 
were far from this number, indicating poor reliability for the judges' scoring 
on the summary recording data. 
Not having a pretest for the summary judging makes it impossible to 
have a reference point for comparison with this data. It does appear that a 
possible flaw in this judging was a result of scoring criteria which were too 
vague or general in their definitions. Greater specificity of definition in the 
areas of countertransference, projective identification, and session 
management criteria could have helped the reliability of these measures. 
TABLE7 
Clinical Sample Summary Recording Reliability Results Table 
Item Alpha 
countertransference scoring .5863 
projective identification scoring .7287 
session management scoring .5214 
sum judges' scoring .6785 
An alpha coefficient of .80> indicates N=15 
RELIABILITY 
SUMMARY of PRETEST SAMPLE'S ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE 
SCORES 
The highest possible score subjects could receive for the analog 
instrument was 80 points This included scores for countertransference and 
projective identification recognition, citing examples of these concepts in 
the clinical analog, accurately describing the analog from a 
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countertransference/projective identification perspective, and choosing 
totalists interventions from the forced choice questions. The pretest subjects' 
scores ranged from a low of 19 points to a high score of sixty-two. This 
represents a range of 43 points. The average, or mean score for the pretest 
subjects was 44 points. This means that the average score for this sample 
group was just above half of the possible 80 points for the analog instrument. 
It seems that this group of clincians scored on average only half of what was 
possible, perhaps an indication of limited knowledge in the areas of 
countertransference and projective identification recognition and 
understanding. 
The mean or average score for the pretest subjects on the 
countertransference question was only 5 out of a possible 10 points; less than 
half of the highest possible score. Subjects also averaged only 5 out of a 
possible 10 points for the definition of projective identification on the analog 
questionnaire. The mean score for this group in citing countertransference 
and projective identification examples in the analog was 14 out of a possible 
25 points. This would seem to indicate that these social workers could 
recognize most of the concepts when depicted in a vignette. This group 
received a mean score of 8 out of a possible 15 points for describing 
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a countertransference/projective identification perspective in the analog. 
These scores may indicate that this group had greater difficulty describing 
and defining countertransference and projective identification concepts than 
recognizing them in a clinical analog/vignette. Nine out of the twelve ( 75%) 
pretest subjects chose interventions which reflected a totalist approach, while 
only two out of twelve from the same group ( 17% ), rated the analog social 
worker as practicing from a totalist perspective. Perhaps the lower scores 
reflect understanding of these concepts along narrower and more conservative 
lines. The judges' criteria it must be remembered ranged from low 
(classical position), to high ( totalist position). The lower mean scores may 
indicate that this group defines these concepts in more traditional ways. This 
may be indicative of the pretest groups wide range of professional positions, 
and relatively few years of post-MSW experience. In other words, this 
sample may not have had many years of experience working in intensive 
clinical settings in which these concepts are extensively utilized. The pretest 
scores are summarized below. 
TABLES 
SUMMARY OF PRETEST SAMPLE'S ANALOG SCORES, N 12 
Highest possible score Mean Range 
80 44 .• 43 ( scores of 19-62 ) 
HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis # 1 - There will be a relationship between the social 
worker's recognition of countertransference and projective identification in a 
clinical analog, and judged ratings from process notes. 
This hypothesis was tested by examining the correlations between 
subjects' scores on the pretested clinical analog, and judged scores from the 
disguised summary recordings. In order to run the Pearson r correlation 
procedure for this data, subjects' scores on both measures were first defined 
as variables. This consisted of grouping and defining judges' ratings on 
clinical subjects according to each question in the analog questionnaire, and 
the descriptions of the summary recordings. Once this was accomplished, 
Pearson r correlations were run to examine the linear relationships of the 
judged scores on all variables. Hypothesis # 1 proposes that there will be 
some type of linear relationship between the variables as indicated by 
significant coefficient correlations. 
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Before presenting the findings for Hypothesis # I, however, a brief 
sketch of the clinical judging variables is in order. The analog scores were 
translated into 7 variables for study. The total mean or average scores for the 
countertransference definition question on the analog instrument was 
represented by the code JALLCT. The total mean scores for the projective 
identification definition was reflected by the code JALLPI. The total judges 
mean scores for number of correct examples of countertransference and 
projective identification cited in the clinical analog was described by the code 
JALLN. The mean scores for the subjects' description of the analog from a 
countertransference/projective identification perspective was reflected by the 
code JALLSG. Scores for the closed-ended intervention question were coded 
Q5. Scores for the close-ended evaluation of the analog social worker were 
coded Q6. Finally, the variable representing the total mean judges scores for 
the entire clincial analog instrument was coded JAT. 
There were four variables defined from the summary recording data 
that were utilized in testing the study's hypotheses. The total mean judges' 
scores for the countertransference rating in the summary recording was 
reflected by the code JCTSA. The total mean scores for projective 
identification ratings from the summary recordings was coded JPISA. 
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The total mean scores for the rating of session management was coded JGSA 
and the total mean judges' scores for the summary recordings was coded 
JAG. 
These variables were correlated with one another using the Pearson r 
statistical procedure from the SPSS/PC package. The levels of significance 
for these correlations are determined by the number. of subjects in the sample 
( N ). The correlation figure is between zero and one. The greater the N in a 
study, the lower the correlation coefficient needed in order to demonstrate 
significance. Significance levels for this study were set at .05 to demonstrate 
significance, and .10 to demonstrate a trend in that direction. Utilizing this 
formula, significance levels were set at .5139 to demonstrate significance, and 
.4409 to indicate a trend. Correlation coefficients may be either positive, or 
negative, which indicates the linear direction of the association between the 
variables. The following table reflects the results of the Pearson r 




MEAN JUDGES' SCORES FROM THE CLINCIAL ANALOG 
CORRELATED WITH MEAN SCORES FOR. SUMMARY RECORDINGS 
VARIABLE JCT SA JPISA JGSA JAG 
JALLCT .2633 .4093 * .4458 .3927 
JALLPI .0560 .2639 .1851 .2161 
JALLN .0994 .1410 .2052 .1560 
JALLSG .2851 .4856 .4248 * .4299 * 
Q5 -.1544 -.2646 -.0646 -.1894 
Q6 -.2166 -.0903 -.0503 -.1267 
JAT .1111 .2898 .3361 .2659 
NOTE: THOSE CORRELATION. FIGURES UNDERLINED INDICATE A • 
TREND AT THE .10 LEVEL ( .4409 significance) 
THOSE CORRELATION FIGURES WITH AN * REPRESENT 
NUMBERS VERY CLOSE TO THE TREND COEFFICIENT 
TABLE IO 
VARIABLE CODES 
JALLCT - mean scores for analog countertransference definition 
JALLPI - mean scores for analog projective identification definition 
JALLN - mean scores for correct examples cited in analog 
JALLSG- mean scores for description of the analog 
Q5 - scores for closed-ended analog intervention question 
Q6 - scores for closed-ended analog social worker evaluation 
JAT - total mean scores for analog instrument 
JCTSA - mean scores for summary recording countertransference 
JPISA - mean scores for summary recording projective identification 
JGSA - mean scores for summary recording session management 
JAG - total mean scores for summary recordings 
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According to these correlation coefficents, hypothesis # I is null. 
None of the measures of association between the variables for the analog 
instrument and the summary recordings demonstrate significant correlations. 
There are, however, several strong trends in that direction. Measures of 
subjects' understanding of countertransference from the analog questionnaire 
associated with scores of the management of sessions from the summary 
recordings, .4458, indicates a strong positive trend. This trend means that as 
social workers' scores on the definition for countertransference in the clinical 
analog rose, so did the scores for subjects' management of sessions from a 
countertransference/projective identification perspective in the summary 
recordings. In other words, those subjects who seemed to understand 
countertransference, as indicated by higher judges scores in the clinical 
analog, also received high scores in how well they managed these concepts in 
the sessions with the borderline client. Although not significant at the .513 9 
level, these scores do indicate a trend in that direction. 
Another interesting trend was demonstrated between the measures of 
association for the subjects' description of the clinical analog from a 
countertransference/projective identification perspective, and judges' ratings 
for understanding of projective identification processes within the summary 
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recordings. This .4856 coefficient was even closer to the significance level of 
.5139 than the .4458 score above indicating a strong trend in that direction. 
This means that there appears to be a relationship between these two 
variables but that this relationship is not statistically significant, merely a 
trend in that direction. In other words, as subjects scored higher on the 
description of the clinical analog session from a countertransference/ 
projective identification perspective, so did they receive higher scores for 
understanding and recognition of projective identification in the summary 
recordings. 
Three other measures of associations within these correlations were 
near the .4409 trend coefficient. Subjects' summary recording scores for 
session management and overall summary recording scores were near trend 
levels in association with their relationship to scores for descriptions of the 
clinical analog from a countertransference/projective identification 
perspective at .4248 and .4299 respectively. These relationships are certainly 
not statistically significant, but seem to be moving near the .10 trend level. 
The same type of figure, .4093, is indicated in examining the relationship 
between subjects' scores for countertransference definition on the clinical 
analog, and scores for session management in the summary recordings. 
These coefficients although not significant even at the trend level ( .4409 ), 
suggest that perhaps a larger N might yield greater significance. 
Hypothesis# 2 - There will be a relationship between social workers' 
lower analog scores and judged ratings fro the process notes. 
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Hypothesis # 3 - Those soci.al workers scoring higher in analog scores 
will be rated higher by judges in their process notes. 
Hypothesis # 4 - Those social workers scoring lower in analog scores 
will be rated lower by judges in their process notes. 
All three of these hypotheses retain the null, because there are 
no statistically significant linear measures of association between the analog 
scores and the judges' ratings of subjects from their disguised summary 
recordings with an adult borderline client. It is important to mention again, 
however, that there are several strong trends in that direction as described 
above. Arguments would seem to indicate that since there are trends that lead 
toward significance, perhaps greater Ns would yield more significant results. 
In addition, those trends mentioned above suggest that there is some 
( although not statistically significant ), data to indicate a relationship between 
understanding and defining countertransference and projective identification 
in a controlled clinical analog, and judges' ratings of these same clinicians in 
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their written work with borderline clients. The lack of statistically significant 
correlation coefficients does not support this implication, however. 
Hypothesis # 5 - Experienced social workers will accurately identify 
countertransference and projective identification in the clinical analog. 
In order to test this hypothesis, the analog scores for the clinical sample 
of experienced clinical social workers were examined to detennine the extent 
to which they accurately described the concepts of countertransference and 
projective identification. The scores from the pretest sample group also serve 
as a point of comparison. 
The judges' mean scores for the total analog questionnaire were 50 out 
of a possible 80 points. This score compares with a mean of 44 for the 
pretest sample on the same instrument. The clinical sample had a mean or 
average score on the analog instrument which was 6 points higher than the 
pretest group. The range of scores for the clinical sample on this instrument 
was from 32 to 67, or a range of 35 points. The pretest sample ranged from 
19 to 62 with a spread of 43 points. The clinical sample clearly acheived 
higher scores in every area of measurement compared with the less 
experienced pretest group. This would be expected from the design of this 
study, but is reassuring to see from a statistical vantage point. Overall, 
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however, the clinical samples' total analog scores seem to indicate an average 
which is above the mid-point of the highest possible scores for this instrument 
( 80 points ). 
Scores from the countertransference question on the analog instrument 
yielded a mean of 6.0, and a range of 8 points from 2 to ten. This average 
score compares with a pretest mean of 5 and a range of 7 points from 2 to 
nine. Once again, the clinical sample demonstrated higher scores than the 
pretest group. Mean scores for the clinical sample on the projective 
identification definition were 6, with a range of 7 points from 1 to eight. The 
pretest group had identical mean and range scores for this item of the 
instrument. 
The mean score for countertransference and projective identification 
examples cited within the analog instrument were 18 for the clinical sample, 
while the pretest group yielded a mean on this item of only fourteen. The 
range for this item was 15 for the clinical sample, with a minimum score of 10 
and maximum of twenty-five. The pretest sample had a range of 19 points for 
the same item with a minimum tally of3, and a maximum score oftwenty-
three. The clinical sample seems to have clearly demonstrated superior 
scores on this item. The clinical group attained a mean score of I 0 for its 
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description of the analog session from a countertransference projective 
identification perspective. The range for 'the clinical sample on this item was 
only 9 points, from 5 to fourteen. The pretest group compared with a mean 
score of 8, and a range on this descriptive item from I to thirteen. Clinical 
sample scores for this descriptive question on the analog instrument yielded 
strong evidence of clearer definition of concepts than the pretest sample. 
Overall, the findings for this hypothesis appears to indicate that by the 
clinical judges' criteria, the clinical sample is clearer in its definition of the 
concepts of countertransference and ·projective identification than the pretest 
sample by virtue of their higher scores, means, minimums, maximums, and 
ranges. This does not necessarily support hypothesis# 5, however. 
It appears that the scores for the clinical sample on countertransference 
and projective identification definition, description, and identification are 
clearly above the mid-point of possible scores for all items on the 
questionnaire. This seems to indicate that this sample can accurately identify 
these concepts in the instrument. Therefore, hypothesis # 5 is supported. The 
following tables summarize the findings for this hypothesis. 
SCORES FOR CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG INSTRIDAENT 
N-15 
TABLE 11 
TOTAL JUDGES SCORES - VARIABLE - JAT 
POSSIBLE SCORE OF 80 POINTS 
CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG SCORES 
TABLE 12 
COUNTERTRANSFERENCESCORES-JALLCT 
rITEM '~ '~ 
'ITEM JALLPI 
'ITEM JALLN 
CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG SCORES 
TABLE 13 
PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION SCORES - JALLPI 
'~ I~ 
CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG SCORES 
TABLE 14 
EXAMPLES CITED IN ANALOG SESSION - JALLN 
l~GE IMAX l:i 
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CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG SCORES 
TABLE 15 
DESCRIPTION OF ANALOG SESSION - JALLSG 
'ITEM l:AN l:mGE IMAX 1~ 
I~ 




CLINICAL SAMPLE ANALOG SCORES 
TABLE 17 
ANALOG SOCIAL WORKER EVALUATION SCORES - Q6 
1~ 
CORRELATIONS ofDEMOGRAPHIC CATEGORIES 
with JUDGES' SCORES on ANALOG and SUMMARY RECORDINGS 
In addition to the correlations run to test the five hypotheses of the 
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study, the researcher ran Pearson r statistics to explore to what extent subject 
demographic information correlated with judges' scores. In order to perform 
these procedures, it was necessary to define the demographic subject 
.. information into variables for study. Once this was accomplished, 
correlations were run. 
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There were 10 demographic variables defined for purposes of this 
study. Age was a numeric variable. ·sex divided subjects into male and 
female. Prof - listed the main professional position of each subject ( private, 
family agency, mental health, or psychiatric hospital ). MSW+ was a numeric 
variable listing how many years experience had been reached past the masters 
of social work degree. Theor - was the variable which defined the major 
theoretical orientation of each subject ( psychodynamic, systemic, cognitive 
behavioral, and other ). Edu - was defined as any post graduate education 
received ( yes or no ). Cred - noted whether the subject had any professional 
credentials such as the ACSW or BCD. #BDC was a numeric variable listing 
the number of borderline clients seen in the last five years. Ownt-was a 
numeric variable listing the number of years each subject had been in their 
own therapy, since all acknowledged that this was the case Finally, Yrsbd 
was a numeric variable listing the number of years each subject had been 
working with borderline clients over their professional careers. 
The results of the correlations between the demographic variables and 
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the variables for the analog and summary recordings are summarized in the 
tables below. Upon first examination, what appears most striking 'is the 
significant correlations between age and judges' analog scores for number of 
countertransference and projective identification examples cited in the clinical 
vignette ( JALLN -.569) This coefficient is statistically significant at the .05 
level, and indicates that as subjects' age increases the scores for number of 
examples cited decreases. The judges' scores for description of the analog 
session (JALLSG -.599), and total analog scores (JAT -.549) were also 
significantly correlated with age. In fact, although not significant, all clinical 
judging variables were negative. This means that as the age of the subjects 
increased, their scores on all of the judged clinical variables decreased. One 
possible explanation for this may be the fact that concepts such as projective 
identification and countertransference are only recently becoming refined in 
definition. In other words, the totalist and interactional viewpoints in regard 
to these phenomena may be more familiar to younger social work clinicians. 
VAR age 














ANALOG AND SUMMARY RECORDING 
JUDGES' SCORES (MEAN) WITH DEMOGRAPHICS 
sex prof msw+ theor edu+ cred #bdc 
.3203 -.387 .0457 .0462 .2516 .0521 .0449 
.1644 .0340 -.002 -.060 .1644 -.030 .0325 
.2476 .0793 -.371 .000 .4023 .3437 .2478 
.0347 .2340 -.041 -.411 .3125 -.359 .0714 
.1648 .1799 -.339 .2883 .0961 .2971 .2081 
-.513 -.127 .1232 .4150 .3062 .1993 -.280 
.0743 .0423 -.224 .0075 .5141 .1482 .0997 
.0892 -.152 .2317 -.115 .5056 -.076 .0815 
.0422 -.212 .1873 -.179 .3006 -.144 .1965 
.Oll7 -.201 .1969 -.080 .2748 -.052 .2620 













UNDERLINED SCORES REPRESENT A SIGNIFICANT CORRELATION AT THE .05 
LEVEL ( .5139 OR fllGHER +OR-) OR A TREND AT THE .10 LEVEL ( .4409 OR 
IBGHER+OR-) 
Age - subject's age 
Sex - gender 
TABLE 19 
DEMOGRAPIBC VARIABLE CODES 
Prof - subject's main professional position 
MSW+ -years of post-MSW experience 
Theor- major theoretical orientation 
Edu+ - post graduate education after MSW 
Cred - member of the Academy of Certified Social Workers or a Board Certified Diplomate 
#bdc - number of borderline clients seen in the last five years 
Ownt - number of years subject was in psychotherapy 
Y rsbd - number of years practicing with borderline clients 
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The total judges' scores for the clinical samples' analog perfonnance 
also yielded a significant correlation coefficient when associated with post-
MSW education. This coefficient is a bit misleading because as the variable 
was scored it indicated that those subjects with some post graduate education 
were scored a " 1 " , while those with no post msw education received a " 2 ". 
In other words, those clinical sample social workers with no post graduate 
education had scores which correlated with the total analog scores. Those 
social workers who did have post graduate education scored lower than those 
who did not have it. Again, the possible explanation for this significant 
association may be that as one receives more specialized education in areas 
other than traditional social work education, the viewpoint narrows. There 
were only five subjects who identified themselves as attaining any post 
graduate education. Two of those received post graduate certification from 
the FAMILY INSTITUTE, one from the GESTALT INSTITUTE, one 
received a master's in theology, and one was a student at large at the 
CENTER FOR PSYCHOANALYTIC STUDIES. Of this group, it would 
appear that only the subject with psychoanalytic studies would have been 
exposed to psychodynamic theory and the treatment of the borderline client. 
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All other subjects, in fact, would most likely begin to develop interests or 
orientations away from psychodynamic theories, of which countertransference 
and projective identification originate. Following this line of reason, the 
significant correlation coefficient is understandable. 
The most interesting correlation coefficient in this section of study, 
however, is the association between subjects' analog scores for definitions 
of projective identification correlated with the number of years practicing 
with borderline clients. Although not a significant coefficient at .4758, 
( .5139 is significant at the .05 level), this linear measure of association 
represents a trend toward significance ( .4409 or higher at the .10 level). 
What this figure suggests, is that as subjects' years of experience with 
borderline clients increase, so do their scores in defining and describing 
projective identification. This coefficient is important because it may indicate 
that years of experience, or practice wisdom, is associated with the increased 
ability to define, understand and recognize the projective identification 
process in working with borderline clients. Although this idea is already 
assumed in clinicial circles, this measure would appear to suggest that it may 
be indicated from an empirical standpoint as well. 
All other attempts at correlating demographic variables with clinical 
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judging variables did not yield any significant coefficients, or demonstrable 
trends. This may suggest a need for larger Ns for clinical study, or perhaps 
that the demographic factors studied have no statistical correlation with 
judged clinical variables as designed in this study. 
CLINICALSAMPLESUMMARYRECORDINGSCORES 
The mean judges' scores for the disguised summary recordings 
demonstrated interesting trends. The highest possible score a subject could 
receive from the judges for summary recordings was ninety. There were 
three measures of up to 10 points, for each of the three areas rated, per 
summary recording: 1.countertransference understanding and recognition, 2. 
projective identification recognition and understanding; and 3. management of 
the session according to countertransference and projective identification 
principles. This possible total of 30 points could conceivably be multiplied 
by three for the three consecutive sessions rated by the judges, for a total of 
90 possible points. 
The mean judges' scores for the total summary recording ratings was 
fifty-six. The range of scores was between 38 and 83, or a 45 point range. 
This represents a wide range of scoring, but also indicates a greater than 
average mean score. A maximum score of 83 is almost a perfect judges' 
score, while a score of 38 is low. The median or middle score for this item 
was 55, which appears to suggest a broad distribution of scores. 
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The countertransference scoring for the summary recordings yielded a 
mean score of 20 out of a possible 30 points. The maximum score was 
28, with a minumum of 13 points. This represents a range of 15 points. The 
distribution of these scores indicates that 86 % of the scores were scored 
at 15 points or above, out of a possible thirty. This is a strong indication of 
accurate recognition and understanding of countertransference by this clinical 
sample group. 
The mean scores for recognition and understanding of projective 
identification within the summary recordings was eighteen. This reflects a 
lower score than the countertransference scoring above. The range for this 
measure was 17 points, from a minimum of 10, to a maximum of 27 points. 
Only 60% of the subjects scored above 15 points on this judging item. 
Although this also suggests a majority of the subjects scored above the mid-
point for possible projective identification scores, it is not as strong a figure 
as the 86% for countertransference recognition and understanding above. 
Finally, the mean scores for session managemen~ according to 
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countertransference and projective identification principles, was 18 out of 
a possible 30 points. This is a strong figure of accurate session management. 
The range of these scores was between 12 and twenty-eight. Nearly two-
thirds of the final subject group scored above 15 points for this item. 
The following tables summarize the scores for summary recordings. 
CLINICALSAMPLESUMMARYRECORDINGSCORES 
POSSIBLE 90 POINTS, N 15 
TABLE20 
TOTAL 1\IBAN ruDGES SCORES FOR SUMMARY RECORDINGS -
JAG 
I= l:AN '~GE l:x l:r l:nIAN 
CLINICALSAMPLESUMMARYRECORDINGSCORES 
POSSIBLE 30 POINTS, N 15 
TABLE21 
1\IBAN JUDGES SCORES FOR COUNTERTRANSFERENCE - JCTSA 
l:~A l:AN l~GE l:x l:i l:nIAN 
CLINICALSAMPLESUMMARYRECORDINGSCORES 
POSSIBLE 30 POINTS, N= 15 
TABLE 22 
1\IBAN JUDGES SCORES FOR PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION - JPISA 
CLINICALSAMPLESUMMARYRECORDINGSCORES 
POSSIBLE 30 POINTS, N . ~-5 
TABLE23 
MEAN JUDGES SCORES FOR SESSION MANAGEMENT - JGSA 
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JGSA 18 16 28 : 12 - 19 
I ITEM I MEAN I RANGE I MAX I WM I MEDLW 
QUALITATIVE DATA TRENDS 
The qualitative nature of the summary recordings produced a wide 
range of writing styles and data patterns. Most of the subjects were busy 
social work practitioners, with little time to engage in an extensive research 
project such as this study. These clinicians were motivated by a committment 
to ethical and professional practice, and a desire to further research in a 
sorely needed area of study; the worker/client relationship. As a result, most 
of the summary recordings were hand written, brie:( and concise. This was 
not the case for the entire sample group, however. Several of the subjects 
went to great length to type the summary recordings for each session, 
sometimes many pages in length. The outcome was qualitative data rich in 
personal disclosure and clinical detail. These varying styles most certainly 
had an impact on judges' scoring and opinions. The following example is 
illustrative. 
" Patient came into session saying she was pleased 
that her car is fixed. She is having difficulty at work 
because her-car was broken. This morning she 
interviewed for a position at a different restaurant. 
They liked her and felt she had valuable experience. 
They offered her a position. She was pleased . 
... She says she still isn't connecting between what 
she's thinking and what she's feeling. She thinks she's 
happy about the job but doesn't " feel it 11 • 
The patient talks in a soft tone, and rarely makes eye 
contact. She would twirl her long blond hair and stare 
at the floor . 
. . .I felt helpless, as though I should figure out a way 
to fix this circumstance. I also felt like a happy parent 
when she talked about getting the job. 
I believe my own need to fix was at work here. Though 
I consciously no longer adapt this stance, unconsciously 
I wanted to please her and help fix her. " 
This is a but a brief excerpt from a comprehensive and sensitive 
summary recording. Contrast this with the following. 
11 Client skipped 11 forgot " several sessions. Unable 
to look at reasons for this. She & husband separated 
and filing for divorce. Relationship developing with 
new man and as that becomes more frequent, 
relationship with older man whom she was having 
affair is waning. She must have a man and friends 
to talk to incessantly. Very little eye contact. Avoids 
any possibility of introspection. 2 feelings of mine 
predominate, 1. to be good nurturing parent and 
accept the long details of every story; 2. boredom 
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and frustration at her inability to connect or self-observe. 
Perhaps I expect her to move faster in treatment 
than she is able. She is very much a damaged ·· 
child and highly manipulative. " 
Those clincians which provided more extensive and elaborate summary 
recordings, contributed a larger field of data from which to infer judgements 
regarding the concepts of countertransference, projective identification, as 
well as session management. The greater detail in self exploration in 
particular seemed to be highly influential in judges scoring both, high and 
low. 
" Regarding transference, L was a bit more 
distant today. I usually sense talk of her mother 
includes a comparison to me - and she sees me 
as more nurturing and accepting. She likes a 
a hug at the end of the session and takes that 
as nurturance and appropriate as compared 
to none or inappropriate touch as a child ( the abuse ). 
It is corrective and clean. Re: countertransference, 
rm comfortable with this. I came from a family of 
buggers. I was more comfortable this session 
because L was very focused in her work and less 
needy and engulfing. " 
Above all, this researcher felt honored to be allowed to experience the 
inner worlds of these thoughtful and gifted social work clinicians. It is a rare 




This study shed light on some of the important elements in the use of 
self in clinical social work practice. Although four of the five hypotheses 
were rejected, much of the data suggested that social work clinicians do use 
clinical theory and concepts in their work with borderline clients. 
Examination of the final samples' scores on both the analog instrument and 
the summary recordings indicates a majority of the subjects accurately 
identified the countertransference and projective identification concepts. 
What was not statistically demonstrated was a linear association between the 
scores on each measure. However, there were strong trends at the . I 0 level 
of significance, which indicated associations between high scores on 
countertransference in the analog and session management in the 
judged summary recordings. Understanding and recognition of projective 
identification in the summary recordings also indicated a strong trend by 
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association with higher scores in the description of the analog session, 
according to countertransference and projective identification constructs. 
These are the strongest indicators of significant correlations in this study as 
they relate to the hypotheses. 
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An interesting set of significant correlations were represented by 
examining the associations between the subjects' demographic information, 
and the judges' scores on both the analog instrument and the summary 
recordings. Age was negatively correlated with judges scores for number of 
countertransference and projective identification examples cited within the 
analog, as well as the description of the analog session, and total analog 
scores. This unanticipated statistic seems to imply that older clinical social 
workers will be less able to recognize the concepts of countertransference 
and projective identification. However, it may not be age, but era of 
education that accounts for this finding. The obvious reason for this 
coefficient may be that the more sophisticated level of understanding 
regarding these complex clinical concepts is a recent phenomena. Older 
social work clinicians may not have been oriented to the more recent classical 
vs. totalist debate. Although not at all statistically significant, age is 
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negatively associated with nearly every clinical variable in this study. Further 
examination is needed in this area. Another possibility, is that as clinicians 
age, the focus on contemporary theory diminishes, or perhaps in a more 
benign way, as clinicians age, their interest decreases. 
A significant trend at the .10 level was also demonstrated in the linear 
association between years of experience working with borderline clients, and 
analog scores for the definition of projective identification. Projective 
identification is a major concept utilized in both the diagnosis, and 
intervention planning in working with borderline clients. This strong trend, 
although not significant at the .05 level, appears to confirm the long held 
asswnption that practice wisdom is driven by theoretical underpinnings. The 
years of experience working with borderline clients appears to influence 
clinicians' understanding, and perhaps use of projective identification 
processes in their work with borderline clients. 
Although somewhat eratic and inconsistent, the reliability of the analog 
instrument was clearly demonstrated in the pretest sample. One of the 
analog items also demonstrated reliability in the clinical sample as well. 
There was, however, also a tremendous amount of inconsistency in this 
measure in the clinical sample. Encouraging in this venture is the fact that the 
complex concepts such as countertransference and projective identification 
could be captured and controlled for examination. The history of clinical 
research clearly has demonstrated the elusive nature of these complex 
phenomena. This study attempted, and at some points succeeded in 
operationalizing these concepts for study. 
There were limitations with the study. First and foremost was the 
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fact that the countertransference and projective identification concepts 
seemed to be too vaguely defined in order to yield valid and reliable judges 
scores. This was most clearly demonstrated, it appears, in the lower 
reliability measures between the first to second analog administration. 
Although additional training to insure judging consistency may have helped 
keep scores closer to a reliable measure, it seems more likely that the 
sophisticated nature of the experienced clinical sample made it more difficult 
for the judges to discern the complex phenomena in question. Clinical 
research literature has demonstrated that the major problem in 
operationalizing complex concepts such as countertransference and projective 
identification lies in capturing the phenomena for measurement, while not 
losing the essence of the concept. For purposes of this study, however, · 
operationalizing appears to have been vague enough, that consistent judging 
was not acheived. This limitation might be addressed through a narrowing 
doW'n of the concepts in question. For example, countertransference could 
be reduced to the clinician's literal, subjective acknowledgement of an 
emotional distance in the session with the borderline client. This would 
clearly reduce the number, and types of countertransference situations 
available for examination in the study, but would give clear and precise 
directives to clinical judges for measurement. 
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A flaw in the study design was the fact that a pretest was not done on 
the judging of summary recordings. If a small sample of LCSW clinicians 
had been acquired for this purpose, some of the problems in the final judging 
may have been identified and corrected. In addition, this would have given a 
point of comparison for scores on the final summary recording judging. 
Perhaps the most obvious limitation of the study was the small N 
of the final sample. Fifteen subjects in a clinical study handicaps the results 
from the onset. The correlation coefficients needed in order to demonstrate 
levels of significance are difficult to acheive. Because the N is so small, there 
may be greater statistical significance in this study than the data can 
demonstrate. The time constraints, complexity of the design, and amount of 
ongoing cooperation from all of the participants in a study such as this are 
enormous. This is, and always has been, one of the major obstacles to 
demonstrating the validity and effectivness of the clinical relationship 
( Russell, 1994 ). 
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Directions to the final subjects in the writing of their summary 
recordings may have been too specific. In other words, by asking subjects to 
address the work with a borderline client from certain prescribed standards, 
such as countertransference and projective identification, other ideas, and 
principles may have been avoided or neglected. If not directed to comment 
on feelings and emotions in the clinical session, would subjects have done so? 
In other words, important personal contributions from the final sample 
subjects may have been deleted through the attempt at rigorous design. 
Judges' ratings moved from the classical to the totalist positions· 
in order to construct a continuum of scoring. This was an acknowledged 
bias from the start, in order to have a basis in which to operationalize and 
rate clinical description and behavior. It must be remembered that higher 
scores are not necessarily better scores, but merely reflect a movement 
toward a totalist position in understanding and treatment. 
Perhaps the borderline clients utilized for study could have been 
better controlled. This may have been accomplished through screening for 
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certain types ofbehavior, indicative of levels of functioning, and/or 
pathology. A narrow inclusion of only those clients who self mutilate for 
instance, or abuse substances, in addition to DSM III R criteria, might have 
insured a more consistent group of clients. 
Finally, audio and video taping of the clinical work with the adult 
borderline client may have captured clearer empirical data to be measured 
by the judges. Written summary recordings are flawed in terms of the 
ability to capture non-verbal behavior, voice intonation, silences, personal 
attire, and numerous other important factors in the clinical interaction. 
Written summary recordings also are limited by the bias of the reporter. 
There is no way to control for the clinician's biases in a written recording. 
On the other hand, audio and/or video recording may be a difficult 
process to introduce with borderline clients. There is a suspiciousness 
that is inherent in the character of most borderline clients which might be 
exacerbated by the introduction of audio or video taping. 
In summary, this study struggled with some major difficulties resulting 
from a design which may have been too complex. Perhaps more statistically 
significant results could have been attained through a more limited 
operationalization of the complex concepts of countertransference and 
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projective identification, as well as the expansive judging criteria for session 
management. On the other hand, however, there was some very interesting 
and meaningful information to be garnered from this study. Clinicians in this 
study clearly seemed to demonstrate accurate perception and understanding 
of the complex concepts in question. In addition, several of the statistical 
correlations indicated, at the very least, strong trend_s about experienced 
clinical social workers' understanding of countertransference and projective 
identification concepts, and their use of that practice wisdom in their work 
with borderline clients. 
CHAPTER VII 
IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The field of social work has struggled for years to define itself as a 
clinical profession. The use of self has always been an important element in 
that process. This study has explored a part of that issue through the 
examination of social workers' recognition and use of countertransference 
and projective identification. These elements are but a part of the larger 
clinical tool called the therapeutic use of self. 
There were several problems with this study which centered around 
operationalizing the countertransference and projective identification 
concepts mentioned above. Poor reliability statistics in the final sample may 
indicate a need to refine how to measure such complex phenomena. Future 
studies in this area could dispense with the classical vs totalist continuum, and 
instead, narrow the types of countertransference and projective identification 
variables under study. Audio and/or video taping of clinical subjects would 




This study was one of the very few clinical research projects that 
utilized experienced clinical social workers instead of graduate students, or 
recent graduates. The results of that effort has yielded valuable information 
demonstrating some of the ways in which social workers access parts of the 
self in clinical practice. Recognition of complex clinical concepts such as 
countertransference and projective identification, as well as demonstrating 
use of these in practice examples, was at the heart of this study. 
What this study may have indicated is that conceptual frameworks and 
diagnostic thinking is not as important as other factors in using the therapeutic 
part of the self. Perhaps other personality factors need to be studied along 
with theoretical constructs such as those operationalized in this study. Use of 
the MMPI, Rorschach, or other types of personality measures may yield 
a broader picture of the aspects of self utilized in practice. Personal 
interviews with both social worker and client may shed important light on 
what it is that helps, or how the self helps. 
This study has endeavored to illuminate some of the aspects of the use 
of self through the examination of experienced clinical social workers' 
recognition and use of countertransference. Future studies may build upon 
the strengths and weaknesses of this study. The use of experienced social 
work clinicians in the combined analog and siimmary recording design has 
broken new ground for future clinical research in this area. 
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APPENDIX A 
CLINICAL RESEARCH ON TIIE SOCIAL WORKER/CLIENT RELATIONSHIP 
Dear Colleague: 
I would like to solicit your help in exploring an important aspect of the worker/client relationship 
in clinical social work practice. My dissertation is studying the ways in which experienced 
LCSWs recognize and dltJtinguish between their own emotional reactions, and those of their adult 
borderline clients. Since its onset, the social work profession has understood the importance of 
the therapeutic relationship between worker and client. The unique ways in which therapists 
utilize their own emotional reactions in interaction with clients helps lay the foundation for 
change. Unfortunately, there has been little social work research into this area. As a result, the 
profession has struggled to demonstrate the effectiveness of clinical practice, and the therapeutic 
value of the use of self in clinical social work. My research will attempt to illuminate this 
important area of practice. 
This study is unobtrusive and confidential. It does not require any more than your time and 
clinical knowledge. My sample of subjects is to be composed ofLCSWs with at least 10 years 
experience who are working with an adult borderline client in the middle phase of treatment. I 
would ask that you participate in three ways. First, rd like you to write a short, one or two page 
disguised summary, describing a borderline client you are seeing now in practice. Next, I would 
ask that you write disguised summary recordings on three consecutive therapy sessions with that 
client. And finally, I would like you to complete a clinical analog questionnaire which consists of 
reading a short clinical vignette and answering six questions. The entire process will probably 
take you up to four hours to complete. 
All of the materials that you give me will be coded so that it is not only anonymous and disguised, 
but confidential .I'll be more than happy to send you the results of my research when it is finished. 
If you think you may be interested in volunteering for this study, please sign the enclosed 
informed consent form and return it to me. I will be contacting you soon to arrange to have the 
data returned to me, as well as send you the clinical analog questionnaire. 
Thank You 
Fred R. McKenzie LCSW ( ABO ) 
Instructor- School of Social Work 
Phone #s H: (708) 551-9238 
W: (708) 426-7653 
APPENDIXB 
AURORA AND LOYOLA UNIVERSITY LEITER OF INFORMED CONSENT 
FOR PARTICIPATION IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
I, state that I am over l S years of age and that I wish to 
participate in a research project being conducted by Fred R. McKenzie LCSW. 
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The study is designed to examine an aspect of the use of self in clinical social work practice.I will 
be asked to provide written infonnation of a disguised nature on a clinical client I have been 
seeing in practice, as well as respond to a short clinical analog/questionnaire. I understand that 
there are no physical or emotional risks in undertaking this project, and that I am free to withdraw 
at any time. I also understand that any information about me is to be kept completely confidential 
and used for research purposes only. I will receive no monetary compensation for my time and 
there will be no costs to me except in terms of time and energy spent in participation with the 
study. I also understand that participating in this study may benefit me, my clients, and the social 
work field in general in tenns of identifying and furthering the clinical knowledge related to the 
use of self in practice. Fred R. McKenzie LCSW will provide me with the results of this study ifl 
so desire, and be available to answer any questions regarding the project. 
I freely and voluntarily consent to my participation in this research project. 
( signature of subject) ( printed name) 
phone # ( area code ) (number) 
(signature of researcher) Fred R. McKenzie LCSW 




CLINICAL ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE 
Please read the following disguised case material and respond to the questions afterward. 
Background: Gloria is a 35 year old "borderline" client who is in the third year of bi-weekly 
psychotherapy with a 40 year old male social worker. Gloria h8s come from a severely 
emotionally deprived family system in which she was the middle child of seven. Her recollection 
of her early childhood from 3 to 7 years of age was one of emotional neglect, physical abuse and 
generally feeling unloved. She has a twin sister who has recently had a psychotic depression. 
Gloria struggles to experience " real " feelings as opposed to a chronic dissociated state of 
existence. Gloria has severe bouts of feeling " empty ", which can sometimes only be relieved 
through cutting her arms with a razor blade. This experience allows her to feel alive. She is 
extremely needy, and has been relatively unable to give to her own four children. In addition, she 
experiences most important relationships in her life as either all good or all bad. Her relationship 
with the social worker has constantly shifted between feeling either extremely connected and 
loved by him to a fear of abandonment and the subsequent rage that it entails ( usually passively 
demonstrated). Gloria" needs" to call the social worker continuously between sessions in order 
to avoid feeling panicked. 
The social worker has been in private practice for over I 0 years and teaches at a nearby school 
of social work. His family of origin is strongly influenced by an alcoholic mother and father. 
This particular scenario took place early in the week after the first of two weekly 
appointments. During this session Gloria was discussing with the social worker how she 
desperately needed him in her life, and that she was angry and disappointed that he did not " know 
" she needed him to call her back even if she did not request it in her phone message. The social 
worker carefully acknowledged and explored Gloria's feelings while experiencing a sense of 
exasperation and feeling emotionally distant from her. The session ended with Gloria informing 
the social worker that she needed to know he cared about her unlike her father who abused her 
and her mother who emotionally abandoned her. She was SURE that the social worker would be 
able to KNOW when she needed him to call her back. The social worker reiterated that he could 
not read her mind, but that if she asked him to call in an emergency between sessions he would 
certainly do his best to respond. 
The social worker had twelve sessions that day and evening and received an emergency call on 
his answering machine from Gloria at the end of an exhausting evening. Feeling the pressure from 
the earlier session, the social worker decided to call Gloria back but inform her he was very tired 
and could only talk a few minutes. He was also feeling encouraged that Gloria had ASKED him 
to call back as opposed to being expected to KNOW that he should. 
When the social worker called Gloria back, he informed her that he could only talk a few 
minutes as he was very tired from the day and it would not be fair to her to try to listen for any 
length of time.Gloria seemed not to hear that message and began to tell the social worker how 
much she missed him and needed him to be there for her. She told him that she was " spacing " 
and having a panic attack, and that she wanted to be sure that the social worker was there for her 
and that he cared about her. The social worker struggled between feeling a sense of empathy for 
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Gloria while at the same time feeling exhausted and not really able to be there for her. He made 
some quick comment as to the fact that she might be experiencing some separation anxiety from 
this morning's session. Gloria thought that she was feeling much more than that, and she 
expressed some anger with the social worker for not truly understanding. The social worker 
assured her that he was aware of these issues and afterall he " taught this stuff ". After a short 
exchange in which he assured Gloria that he was available if she needed him they hung up. 
The following session began with Gloria silently pouting while the social worker actively 
began to explore her distress. As the discussion progressed it became clear that Gloria was angry 
that the social worker dismissed her concerns as a sterile clinical issue and not real pain. The 
social worker tried desperately to empathize with Gloria's distress while at the same time 
experiencing extreme anger toward her ungrateful nature. 
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS 
1. How do you define countertransference? 
2. What is your definition of projective identification as it is evidenced within the clincial 
relationship? 
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ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE CONTINUED 
3. Where if at all in the preceding vignette do you recognize countertransference OR projective 
identification processes occuring? BE SPECIFIC i.e. cite examples and identify them as either 
countertransference or projective identification. 
4. How would you explain the preceding clincial vignette from a countertransference/projective 
identification perspective? 
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ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE CONTINUED 
5. Go back to the end of the preceding clinical vignette. If YOU were the clinical social worker in 
this scenario, what would be your next intervention? PICK ONE 
__ a. Empathize with Gloria's frustration and sense of abandonment. 
__ b. Empathize with Gloria's feelings while at the same time exploring with her the possible 
reasons why you may not have been available to her as she would have liked. 
__ c. Empathize with Gloria's feelings, explain your empathic limitations based on the long 
day, and explore the reasons why ( past history ) this was so painful to her. 
__ d. Share with Gloria your anger for not understanding your limited availability on the 
phone call a few days earlier. 
6. How would you judge/evaluate the appropriateness of the preceding interventions with this 
type of client? PICK ONE 
__ a. This clinical social worker demonstrated a poor use of self in managing the intense 
emotional exchange with this client. 
__ b. The social worker was presented with a no win situation in this exchange and did an 
admirable job of soothing the client while keeping his countertransference feelings and 
interferences to a minimum. 
__ c. Based upon this client's history and her relationship with the clinician, the social worker 
did an adequate job of managing the projective identification/countertransference involved. 
__ d. The clinical social worker tried to be helpful amd empathic but seemed to be 
experiencing extremely difficult countertransference reactions. 
THIS CONCLUDES YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE RESEARCH PROJECT. I WILL 
KEEP YOU INFORMED OF THE RESULTS AS I GET THEM. TIIANK YOU SO MUCH 
FOR ALL YOUR TIME AND EFFORT. I HOPE THIS DATA WILL BE OF SOME HELP TO 
THE CLINICAL SOCIAL WORK PROFESSION IN THE FUTURE. 
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APPENDIXD 
SUMMARY RECORDING FORM 
After each of your three clinical sessions with your adult borderline client, please write a brief 
summary which will include the following information. l. The content of the session: 
conversation, issues, facts, interventions, non-verbal behaviors, silences, facial expressions, and 
any important occurences. 2. Your diagnostic impressions of that session: e.g. what do you 
believe is going on from a clinical standpoint - themes, transference/countertransference issues, 
defenses, change/growth, etc., and 3. Your subject emotional reactions in the session: how were 
you feeling. describe those feelings/reactions, and how do you understand the meaning of those 





BORDERLINE CLIENT - DISGUISED INFORMATIONAL SHEET 
Please provide a brief profile of your client which helps to justify a DSM m R diagnosis of 
borderline personality disorder. You may want to include important disguised background 
history. as well as material from your current relationship with the client. Please include such 
things as the client's age ( approximate ), gender, # of sessions per week. length of time seen 
overall. and any other diagnostic items that apply. PLEASE REMEMBER TO DISGUISE THE 
INFORMATION FOR PURPOSES OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND CLIENT PROTECTION! 
APPENDIXF 
INFORMATIONAL SHEET 
PLEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING ITEMS. YOUR INFORMATION WILL 
REMAIN COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS AND USED FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES. 
1. Age__ 2. Gender 
3. Racial/Ethnic Background: 
White Black/ African American __ Hispanic/Latino 
Asian Other--------------
4. Primary Professional Position ( check one) 
__ Private Practice __ Family Service Agency __ Mental Health 
__ Hospital School Other------------~ 
5. Years of Post MSW experience: ----
6. Theoretical Orientation (check one): 
__ Analytic Theory __ Ego Psychology Theory 
__ Object Relations Theory __ Self Psychology 
__ Structural Family Systems Theory ( Minuchin) 
__ Bowenian Family Systems Theory 
__ Strategic Family Systems Theory ( Haley ) 
__ Object Relations Family Systems Theory (Scharff and Scharff) 
__ Cognitive Behavioral Theory 
Other----------------------
1. Educational Level (check all that apply): 
MSW PhD/DSW __ Other degrees and certificates -----
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8. Are you? __ LCSW ACSW __ BCD ISCSW 
9. Have you had any experience in the following areas? 
__ Teaching ( presenting workshops, seminars, or teaching courses at the college or university 
level) Number of years __ 
__ Providing consultation Number of years __ Approx. hrs per/wk __ 
10. About how many borderline clients have you seen in the past five years? 
11. Have you ever been in your own therapy? __ How many years? 
12. About how many years have you been practicing with borderline clients? __ 
13. List five references ( books, articles, authors, consultants, etc. ) that you have found helpful in 
your work with borderline clients. 
a.~-------------------
b. __________________ ~ 
c. ___________________ _ 
d. __________________ ~ 
e·------------------~ 
THANK YOU ! PLEASE SEND THIS SHEET BACK ALONG WITH YOUR BORDERLINE 
CLIENT DISGUISED INFORMATIONAL SHEET, AND THREE SUMMARY NOTES IN 
TIIE SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOP I'LL PROVIDE LATER. REMEMBER, 
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL ME IF YOU NEED CLARIFICATION OR MORE 
INFORMATION. FRED R. MCKENZIE LCSW, PHONE #S HOME-(708) 551-9238, 
WORK - AU (708) 844-5422, PRACTICE (708) 426-7653. 
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APPENDIXG 
CRITERIA FOR ACCEPTANCE OF BORDERLINE CLIENT BY CLINICAL JUDGES 
For purposes of this study, a borderline client is defined as an individual adult who fulfills the 
criteria for DSM III R Axis II Borderline Personality Disorder, Strong Traits of this Disorder, 
and/or fulfills Kernberg's concept of "Borderline Personality Organization". Use the following 
criteria to rate each disguised client summary sheet. 
DSM III R AXIS II BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER-" A pervasive pattern of 
instability of mood, interpersonal relationships, and self-image, beginning by early adulthood and 
present in a variety of contexts, as indicated by at least FIVE of the following: 
I . a pattern of unstable and intense interpersonal relationships characterized 
by alternating between extremes of overidealization and devaluation 
2. impulsiveness in at least two areas that are potentially self-damaging, 
e.g. , spending, sex, substance use, shoplifting, reckless driving, 
binge eating 
.3. affective instability: marked shifts from baseline mood to depression, irritability, 
or anxiety, usually lasting a few hours and only rarely more than a few days 
4. inappropriate, intense anger or lack of control of anger, e.g., frequent displays 
of temper, constant anger, recurrent physical fights 
5. recurrent suicidal threats, gestures, or behaviors, or self-mutilating behavior 
6. marked and persistent identity disturbance manifested by uncertainty about at 
least two of the following: self-image, sexual orientation, long-term goals or 
career choice, type of friends desired, preferred values 
7. chronic feelings of emptiness or boredom 
8. frantic efforts to avoid real or imagined abandonment " 
FOR TRAITS, THE CLIENT SHOULD HA VE SEVERAL OF THE ABOVE ( 3 OR MORE ) 
(taken from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 3rd edition) 
Kernberg's Borderline Personality Organization Concept - Based upon three structural criteria 
"1. Identity Diffusion: Identity diffusion is defined as the lack of integration of the concept of the 
self or significant others. It is revealed in patients' subjective experience of chronic emptiness, 
contradictory self-perceptions, contradictory behavior, impoverished and contradictory 
perceptions of others, and inability to convey themselves and their significant interactions with 
others to an interviewer - who as a consequence experiences difficulty in empathizing with them 
and their significant others. 
2. Level of Defensive Operations: In contrast to neurotic personality organization, in which the 
patient's defensive organization centers on repression and other advanced or high-level defensive 
operations, borderline and psychotic levels of organization manifest predominantly primitive 
defenses centering on the mechanism of splitting. Splitting and other mechanisms related to it ( 
for example, primitive idealization, projective identification, denial, omnipotent control, and 
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devaluation ) protect the ego from conflict by dissociating contradictory experiences of the self 
and of significant others. 
3. Capacity for Reality Testing: In both neurotic and borderline personality organizations, the 
capacity for reality testing is retained, but this is not the case at a psychotic level of personality 
organization. Reality testing is defined as the capacity to differentiate self from nonself and 
intrapsychic from external origins of perceptions and stimuli, and to evaluate one's own affect, 
behavior, and thought content in terms of ordinary social morms. Loss of this capacity must be 
differentiated from alterations in the subjective experience of reality ( things feel strange but the 
patient is fully aware of reality ) that may be present in any patient with psychological distress, 
and from the alteration of the relation to reality (behavior is inappropriate but reality is perfectly 
evaluated ) that is present in all character pathology, as well as in more regressed, psychotic 
conditions. 
Borderline personality organization also shows itself in secondary structural characteristics, 
such as nonspecific manifestations of ego weakness ( lack of impulse control. lack of anxiety 
tolerance, and lack of developed channels for sublimation ), superego pathology ( infantile or 
immature value systems, contradictory internal moral demands, or even antisocial features ), and 
in the chronic and chaotic object relations that are a direct consequence of identity diffusion and 
prevailing primitive defensive operations. " 
( Kemberg, Selzer, Koenigsberg, Carr and Appelbaum; 1989 ) 
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BORDERLINE CLIENT RATING SHEET 
FOR EACH DISGUISED CLIENT SUMMARY READ, CHECK ALL ITEMS TIIAT APPLY: 
CLIENT FITS THE DSM Ill R CRITERIA FOR BORDERLINE PERSONALITY 
DISORDER 
CLIENT FITS THE CRITERIA FOR DSM ill R BORDERLINE PERSONALITY 
DISORDER TRAITS 
CLIENT FITS THE CRITERIA FOR KERNBERG'S BORDERLINE PERSONALITY 
ORGANIZATION 
CLIENT DOES NOT FIT ANY OF THE ABOVE CATEGORIES 




Subject ___ _ 
Judge 
ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE SCORING SHEET 
UP TO l O POINTS 
8 9 10 
l - 3 points Vague and undefined description of the concept such as only the conscious feelings 
and reactions of the clinician, life events, etc. 
4 - 6 points Classical definition of the concept; countertransference viewed as an intrusion into 
the clinical process and something which must be eliminated. It is described as both conscious 
and unconscious feelings and reactions of the clinician. 
7 - l 0 T otalist definition of the concept; countertransference seen as an interactive phenomena 
involving both client and clincian and something essentially valuable to the understanding of the 
clinical process. 
2. What is your definition of projective identification within the clinical relationship? UP TO 10 
POINTS 
I I 2 3 4 s 6 1 s 9 10 
l - 3 points Incorrect and/or incomplete description of the concept, i.e. the conscious 
manipulation of the therapist by the client, the therapist's projections, etc. 
4 - 6 The client's projections are acknowledged as an integral part of the process, but the 
interactive element of the concept is missing, and/or the extent of early object relations themes is 
not quite clear. 
7 - l 0 Described as a sophisticated and largely unconscious process stemming from early object 
relationship themes whereby the client COMPELLS the clinician to experience emotional states 
reminiscent of the client's past object ties. The therapist's own emotional issues may play a part in 
this process. 
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3. Where if at all in the preceding vignette do you recognize countertransference or projective 
identification rocesses occurin ? Be S ecific UP TO 25 POINTS 
5 10 15 20 25 ? 
Refer to the vignette and give 5 points for each correct example - add others if you see them 
4. How would you explain the preceding clinical vignette from a countertransference/projective 
identification ers ective? 
2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 - 5 points An incorrect definition of both concepts or very limited descriptions of the 
process, i.e. only conscious processes, the manipulation of the therapist, one dimensional 
processes, etc. 
15 
6 - 10 points Classical defintion of ONLY the therapist's issues or the client's projections and 
unconscious manipulations 
11 - 15 points Totalist definition of a complex interaction which involves the largely 
unconscious factors of both participants. 
REMEMBER that we are using the classical and totalist defintions of both concepts as well as 
Ogden's notion of projective identification processes. Review your materials if need be. 
D 
APPENDIXH 
CLINICAL RIDGES SUMMARY NOTES SCORING FORMS 
AFTER READING THE CLINICIAN'S SUMMARY RECORDING FOR EACH SESSION, 
RATE IT ACCORDING TO FOLLOWING CRITERIA. REMEMBER THAT THESE 
CONSTRUCTS HA VE BEEN AGREED UPON BY OUR CLINICAL RIDGING TEAM 
UTILIZING THE OGDEN AND TANSEY & BURKE READINGS ON 
COUNTERTRANSFERENCE, PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION AND THE CLINICAL 
VALIDATION METHOD. IF YOU ARE NOT CLEAR ABOUT THE CRITERIA PLEASE 
DON'T HESIST A TE TO CALL ME. 
SUBJECT# SESSION I ---
1. HOW WELL DID THE CLINICIAN RECOGNIZE AND UNDERSTAND THEIR OWN 
COUNTERTRANSFERENCE REACTIONS IN TIIlS SESSION? 








some or most 







RIDGES SCORING GUIDELINES 
" Countertrasnference " is operationalized as the clinical social worker's acknowledgement of emotional 
reactions to the client stemming from their own conflicts/issues. 
l - 3 THIS RANGE OF SCORING SHOULD BE GIVEN IF THERE IS NO MENTION OF ANY 
EMOTIONAL REACTIONS TO THE CLIENT, OR VERY VAGUE AND UNDEFINED 
REFERENCES TO SUCH ISSUES. 
4 - 7 THE CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKER DISCUSSES AND ACKNOWLEDGES EMOTIONAL 
REACTIONS TO THE CLIENT, BUT DOES VERY LITTLE INTROSPECTION REGARDING THE 
REASONS FOR THESE REACTIONS. I.E SEEMS MORE "CLASSICAL" IN NATURE 
8 - I 0 ACKNOWLEDGES AND DISCUSSES EMOTIONAL REACTIONS TO THE CLIENT IN 
TERMS OF BOTH SELF AND THE CLIENT'S DYNAMICS AND CONTRIBUTIONS. I.E. 
INTERACTIVE AND MORE "TOTALIST" IN NATURE. 
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2. HOW WELL DID THE CLINICIAN RECOGNIZE AND SEEM TO UNDERSTAND THE 
CLIENT'S PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION IN THIS SESSION? A RATING OF I TO 5 WOULD 
INDICATE VERY LIMITED OR A" CLASSICAL" UNDERSTANDING OF PROJECTIVE 
IDENTIFICATION, E.G. THE CLIENT'S PROJECTIONS, CONSCIOUS ATTEMPTS TO 
MANIPULATE THE THERAPIST, ETC., WHil..E A RATING OF 6 TO 10 WOULD INDICATE A 
BROADER OR MORE INTERACTIVE UNDERSTANDING OF PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION 
ALONG THE " TOT ALIST "LINES, E.G. COMPELLING EMOTIONS STEMMING FROM THE 
CLIENT AND THERAPISTS' EARLY OBJECT RELATIONS EXPERIENCES THAT ARE 
EVIDENCED IN SUBTLE AND COMPLEX INTERACTIVE WAYS. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IO 
Not at all Most Total 
COMMENTS-
ruDGES SCORING GUIDELINES 
I - 3 THIS SCORING RANGE IS GIVEN TO THOSE CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKERS WHO 
DO NOT RECOGNIZE OR NOTICE ANY PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION ISSUES IN THE 
SESSION - WHILE YOU FEEL QUITE CERTAIN BASED ON THE CLIENT INFORMATION 
AND SUMMARY RECORDING THAT THERE IS SOME . 
4 - 7 CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKERS RECEIVING THIS SCORING RANGE HA VE 
RECOGNIZED PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION PROCESSES OCCURING, BUT UNDERSTAND 
THEM MORE NARROWLY. THEY SEEM TO ADHERE TO A MORE "CLASSICAL" POSITION 
IN THAT THEY DO NOT ACKNOWLEDGE THE INTERACTIVE PROCESS BETWEEN THE 
CLIENT AND THEMSEL YES. IN OTHER WORDS, THE ISSUES COME ONLY FROM THE 
CLIENT - ACCORDING TO THE SOCIAL WORKER 
8 - I 0 THIS SCORING RANGE REFLECTS CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKERS WHOSE 
RECOGNITION AND UNDERSTANDING OF PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION IS MORE 
"TOT ALIST" AND INTERACTIVE. IN OTHER WORDS, THEY DISCUSS THE 
CONTRIBUTIONS OF BOTH THE CLIENT AND THEMSELVES IN THE PROCESS. 
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3. USING TANSEY AND BURKES' CLINICAL VALIDATION METHOD AS A REFERENCE 
POINT, AS WELL AS OGDEN'S NOTION OF EMOTIONAL RELIEF AND INCREASED ABILITY 
TO ENGAGE AS A RESULT OF COUNTERTRANSFERENCE I PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION 
RECOGNITION; HOW SKILLED WAS THE CLINICIAN IN MANAGING THE 














JUDGES SCORING GUIDELINES 




It is crucial to this rating section that you review the Tansey and Burke material on clinical validation, as 
well as the Ogden chapter on projective identification. Ratings are based upon those concepts. 
I - 3 THIS SCORING RANGE IS GIVEN TO THOSE CLINICIANS WHO SEEM OBLIVIOUS TO 
THE COUNTERTRANSFERENCE/PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION PROCESSES IN THIS 
SESSION - WHILE YOU AS THE CLINICAL JUDGE RECOGNIZE SOME OF THOSE 
PROCESSES OCCURING. PLEASE LEA VE COMMENTS TO THAT EFFECT IN THE 
COMMENTS SECTION OF THE SCORING SHEET FOR THAT SESSION 
4 - 7 SOCIAL WORKERS RECEIVING THIS SCORING RANGE HA VE RECOGNIZED AND ARE 
WORKING WITH THE COUNTERTRANSFERENCE/PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION ISSUES, 
BUT SEEM TO DO SO IN A MORE NARROW OR" CLASSICAL "MANNER. IN OTHER 
WORDS, THEIR UNDERSTANDING AND INTERVENTIONS ARE AIMED ALMOST 
EXCLUSIVELY AT THE CLIENT AS BEING THE SOLE FOCUS OR IMPETUS FOR THE 
PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION. THESE SOCIAL WORKERS DO NOT TEND TO INCLUDE 
THEMSELVES IN THIS UNDERSTANDING TO ANY LARGE EXTENT. 
8 - 10 THIS SCORING RANGE IS RESERVED FOR THOSE SOCIAL WORKERS WHO 
DEMONSTRATE A MORE "TOT ALIST" APPROACH TO THE 
COUNTERTRANSFERENCE/PROJECTIVE IDENTIFICATION PROCESSES IN THIS SESSION. 
THEY ACKNOWLEDGE THEIR OWN CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SITUATION AND SEEM TO 
APPRECIATE THE INTERACTIVE NATURE OF THE SITUATION. THEY MAY DISCUSS 
THEIR OWN REACTIONS AND INTERVENTIONS AS STEMMING FROM THE UNIQUE 
COMBINATION OF CLIENT AND THERAPIST ISSUES. THEIR INTERVENTIONS ARE BASED 
UPON THAT UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATION AS WELL. 
APPENDIX I 
PRETEST DATA - ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE 
AND RELIABll..ITY RESULTS 
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Question # l : How do you define countertransference? ( Judges scores range from 0 to 10 
points; 0-5 points for the "classical definition" of countertransference - countertransference seen 
as an intrusion stemming from the clinician's issues; 6-10 points for the "totalist definition" of 
countertransference - countertransference is interactive and originating from both the client and 
therapist) 
SUBJECT ruDGE #1 ruDGE #2 ruDGE #3 MEAN 
Pl 1 2 6 3 
P2 7 3 9 6 
P3 9 4 7 7 
P4 1 4 s 3 
PS 8 10 IO 9 
P6 10 s 8 8 
P7 I 4 5 3 
pg 8 10 9 9 
P9 I 0 4 2 
PIO 5 5 s 5 
Pl I 8 4 10 7 
Pl2 1 4 s 4 
CRONBACH'S RELIABll..ITY 
ALPHA for# 1 .8477 
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Question # 2: What is your definition of projective identification within the clinical relationship? 
( judges are to score 0-5 points for projective identification described SOLELY as projection or a 
CONSCIOUS attempt by the client to elicit an emotional response. 6-10 points are given if the 
definition reflects a largely UNCONSCIOUS process stemming from early object relationship 
themes; AND the client COMPELLS the clinician to experience emotional states reminiscent of 
the client's past object ties. ) 
SUBJECT JUDGE#l JUDGE#2 JUDGE#3 MEAN 
Pl 7 2 8 6 
P2 7 3 8 6 
P3 7 4 8 6 
P4 0 4 9 4 
P5 5 4 8 6 
P6 3 0 5 3 
P7 0 0 5 2 
PS 10 5 6 7 
P9 0 0 0 0 
PIO 7 8 8 8 
Pl I IO 8 10 9 
Pl2 6 8 5 7 
CRONBACHS RELIABILITY 
ALPHA .7971 
Question # 3: Where if at all in the preceding vignette do you recognize countertransference or 
projective identification processes occuring? BE SPECIFIC ! · 
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( If you look at the clinical analog, several specific occurences of either countertransference or 
projective identification have been identified for the judges. The subject is given 5 points for each 
area cited, AND a clear description i.e. countertransference or projective identification; for a 
possible total of 25 points. Judges were also free to allow points for other examples cited by the 
subject if they felt that the areas were examples of either concept. ) 
SUBJECT JUDGE# l JUDGE#2 JUDGE#3 MEAN 
Pl 15 20 15 17 
P2 10 0 5 5 
P3 10 0 5 5 
P4 25 25 20 23 
PS 15 15 15 15 
P6 20 20 IO 17 
P7 25 25 15 22 
PS 25 20 10 18 
P9 5 5 5 5 
PIO 20 20 15 18 
Pl I 10 25 10 15 
Pl2 15 0 5 3 
CRONBACH'S RELIABll..ITY 
ALPHA .8851 
Question# 4: How would you explain the preceding clinical vignette from a 
countertransference/projective identification perspective? 
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(Judges were to rate this question from 0-5 for a purely" classical" description ofONL Y the 
clinician's issues or client's projections, and from 6-15 for an increasingly complex description of 
the interactive dynamic in the vignette which represents a " totalist " position. The most 
sophisticated description would reflect the dynamic of the unconscious interplay of object 
relations between both parties - 15 points ) 
SUBJECT RJDGE# l RJDGE#2 RJDGE#3 MEAN 
PI 5 NA 5 3 
P2 5 9 12 9 
P3 10 15 13 13 
P4 12 8 13 11 
PS 8 13 12 11 
P6 8 0 6 5 
P7 5 8 5 6 
PS 8 15 12 12 
P9 0 0 3 1 
PIO 5 4 5 5 
PI I 13 8 13 11 




Question #s 5 and 6 were forced choice with a predetermined answer, therefore not judged. The 
scores for each question ranged from 0 to l 0 points. Subjects chosing the " classical " responses 
or interventions that were more superficial in nature i.e. not demonstrating an awareness of the 
complex interactive nature of the session were given no points. The other responses increased in 
points from 3 to a maximum of 10, with IO demonstrating a sophisticated grasp of the" totalist" 
approach to treatment with this client. 
SUBJECT QUESTIONS ITEM# QUESTION6 ITEM# 
Pl IO c 3 D 
P2 5 A 3 D 
P3 8 B 10 B 
P4 10 c 3 D 
PS 10 c 5 c 
P6 10 c 5 c 
P7 5 A 3 D 
PS 8 B 0 A 
P9 10 c 3 D 
PIO 5 A 0 A 
Pl I 8 B 10 c 
Pl2 8 B 3 D 
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OVERALL PRETEST SUBJECTS' SCORES 
SUBJECT JUDGE# 1 JUDGE#2 JUDGE#3 MEAN 
Pl 41 37 47 42 
P2 37 23 42 34 
P3 54 46 53 51 
P4 51 50 60 54 
PS 51 52 60 54 
P6 56 35 44 45 
P7 39 45 38 41 
PS 59 58 45 54 
P9 19 13 25 19 
PIO 42 42 38 41 
Pl I 59 63 65 62 
P12 42 38 31 35 
MEAN 46 42 47 44 
CRONBACH'S ALPHA .8519 
APPENDIXJ 
CLINICAL SAMPLE 
ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE RELIABILITY RESULTS 
Question I : How do you define countertransference? 
I 0 point Likert scale 
SUBJECT JUDGE I JUDGE2 
1 5 5 
2 IO 8 
3 9 IO 
4 5 3 
5 7 9 
6 I 3 
7 6 9 
8 7 5 
9 8 5 
IO 4 3 
11 3 I 
12 2 9 
13 2 3 
14 5 3 
15 3 3 



















ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE RELIABILITY RESULTS 
Question 2 : What is your definition of projective identification within the clinical 
relationship? 
I 0 point Likert scale 
SUBJECT JUDGE I JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
I 3 4 7 
2 8 4 9 
3 9 5 9 
4 I I 1 
5 7 6 10 
6 3 2 8 
7 5 7 10 
8 7 3 7 
9 7 2 8 
IO 5 6 4 
l l 7 8 9 
12 5 9 8 
13 5 5 7 
14 2 3 6 
15 5 3 10 
CRONBACHS ALPHA .7207 
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CLINICAL SAMPLE 
ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE RELIABILITY RESULTS 
Question 3 : Where if at all in the preceding vignette do you recognize 
countertransference or projective identification processes occuring? 
Up tp 40 point scale 
SUBJECT JUDGE 1 JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
1 20 20 20 
2 25 15 25 
3 25 10 20 
4 IO 10 5 
5 10 5 15 
6 20 10 25 
7 40 15 20 
8 25 15 20 
9 20 20 15 
IO 15 15 15 
11 15 15 10 
12 25 30 15 
13 25 20 15 
14 20 10 15 
15 20 10 15 
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CLINICAL SAMPLE 
ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE RELIABU.ITY RESULTS 
Question 4 : How would you explain the preceding vignette from a 
countertransference/projective identification perspective? 
15 point Likert scale 
SUBJECT JUDGE I JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
1 11 10 14 
2 14 13 15 
3 12 8 15 
4 6 6 5 
5 11 10 15 
6 6 4 5 
7 10 9 15 
8 12 6 15 
9 14 4 15 
10 7 4 15 
11 10 7 14 
12 9 14 10 
13 9 9 15 
14 6 5 13 
15 6 8 10 




ANALOG QUESTIONNAIRE RELIABiLITY RESULTS 
TOTAL MEAN SCORES 
SUBJECT JUDGE I JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
1 52 52 60 
2 67 50 66 
3 75 53 74 
4. 35 33 27 
5 43 39 58 
6 43 32 58 
7 71 50 45 
8 66 44 66 
9 57 39 56 
IO 39 36 48 
11 43 39 45 
12 51 72 49 
13 54 50 53 
14 46 34 55 
15 47 37 52 
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CLINICAL SAMPLE 
SUMMARY SCORES RELIABILltY (MEAN) 
How well did the clinician recognize and understand their own countertransference 
reactions in this session? I 0 point Likert scale X three sessions. 
SUBJECT JUDGE 1 JUDGE2 ruDGE3 
1 22 9 13 
2 25 22 30 
3 12 25 15 
4 24 27 24 
5 24 17 25 
6 17 9 27 
7 17 21 15 
8 16 22 26 
9 25 30 30 
IO 18 8 12 
11 18 16 27 
12 24 18 29 
13 13 29 30 
14 11 15 20 
15 10 18 13 
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CLINICAL SAMPLE 
SUMMARY RELIABILITY SCORES (MEAN) 
How well did the clinician recognize and seem to understand the client's 
projective identification in this session? 
I 0 point Likert scale X three sessions 
SUBJECT JUDGE 1 JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
1 16 6 11 
2 25 17 30 
3 17 21 15 
4 22 21 16 
5 21 13 28 
6 12 9 12 
7 15 15 12 
8 18 21 21 
9 22 28 30 
10 15 5 18 
11 20 14 20 
12 26 16 30 
13 13 21 30 
14 10 ·13 15 
15 8 16 7 




SUMMARY RELIABILITY SCORES (MEAN) 
Using Tansey and Burkes' clinical validation method as a reference point, as well as 
Ogden's notion of emotional relief and increased abilitY to engage as a result of 
countertransference/projective identification recognition; how skilled was 
the clinician in managing the countertransference/projective identification 
sequences in this session? X three sessions 
SUBJECT JUDGE 1 JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
1 14 13 14 
2 25 12 30 
3 17 28 15 
4 19 24 19 
5 22 15 24 
6 18 8 13 
7 16 14 15 
8 16 14 26 
9 27 28 30 
10 14 5 18 
11 16 9 21 
12 23 25 28 
13 11 25 30 
14 11 9 22 
15 8 25 10 
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CLINICAL SAMPLE 
TOTAL SUMMARY RELIABILITY SCORES 
SUBJECT JUDGE I JUDGE2 JUDGE3 
1 52 28 38 
2 75 51 90 
3 46 74 45 
4 65 72 59 
5 67 45 77 
6 47 26 52 
7 48 50 42 
8 50 57 73 
9 74 86 90 
IO 47 18 48 
11 54 39 68 
12 73 59 87 
13 37 75 90 
14 32 37 57 
15 26 59 30 
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